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ABSTRACT


Suliman Kahled Albasheir

Telecommunication applications have become some of the most important aspects of our daily life, especially with the Internet-based applications that are available even on cell phones. One of the challenges faced by telecom companies is to provide robust and powerful servers that are capable to handle the great increase of the number of subscribers and to accomplish the heavy Internet-based applications that generate a tremendous traffic load. Telecom companies evaluate their products’ performance before releasing them to the market by applying a large amount of generated traffic to the telecom servers in order to measure their capability under traffic load. To do this, powerful solutions are needed, which generate traffic by modeling different telecom protocols. In this thesis, we propose a new technique of modeling a traffic generator solution to load the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) for the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). This traffic generator is modeled to load the MSC through various mobile call scenarios such as location update, mobile call originating, mobile call terminating, and call clearing. Based on that, we model the Radio Access Network Application Part protocol’s procedures to generate the radio access messages that carry and handle the mobile messages. These mobile messages will be represented through the Mobility Management and the Call Control protocols’ models. To achieve the above goals, we utilize the UML Use Case Model to describe the functional behaviors of the traffic generator, also we present the UML Analysis Model that provides the logical implementation of the functional behaviors of the proposed traffic generator.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The Telecommunication industry has been growing tremendously during the last decades. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) reported that worldwide mobile cellular subscribers are likely to reach the 4 billion mark before the end of this year with an estimated mobile penetration rate reaches 61% as shown in Figure 1.1 [21]. Also, it is reported in [22] that the global Telecommunication revenue will reach $2.0 trillion USD by the end of 2008, an increase of 7.6% over revenues in 2007.

Based on the 61% estimated mobile penetration rate, this means there is a possibility to have more and more subscribers into the telecom networks. On the other hand, with the new next generation networking technology, more and more internet-protocol-based applications are introduced or planed to be implemented in the future.

Consequently, all these parameters require powerful telecom servers that are capable to handle the tremendous increase of the subscribers’ number and to carry out the heavy next generation applications that generate huge traffic loads. It is extremely important for the telecom companies to have powerful servers that capable
to carry out the huge telecom traffic loads, to achieve that, testing engineers in telecom companies apply huge amount of simulated traffic to their telecom devices to measure their capability and behavior under the pressure; this kind of test is called *Load Testing*. Based on the load testing measurements, design engineers can modify the design of the system to have more robust systems under the traffic load.

To do load testing, it is very important to have a powerful solution that simulates telecom protocols, initiates call scenarios, interacts with the telecom network, as well as generates traffic messages towards the corresponding device under test; we call this operation *Traffic Generation*.

The traffic generation can be achieved through several techniques such as; software solution, hardware solution, or hybrid solution. The software solution is very slow and the generated traffic is neither accurate nor realistic, also using a software solution is not easy to interface with the real system. By using a hardware solution to generate traffic with real components, we obtain a very fast, realistic,
robust, but costly solution. Using a hybrid solution that contains hardware and software together, we may obtain a trade-off between speed, realistic traffic, robust system, and cost.

In this thesis, we introduce a technique of modeling a traffic generator to do load testing for the Mobile Switching Center that measures the capability and performance of the Mobile Switching Center under traffic pressure and does not actually verify or check the design of this Center. The proposed traffic generator provides models for the Radio Access Network Application Part, the Mobility Management, and the Call Control protocols for the Circuit Switched network.

Apply huge amount of traffic to the telecom devices to measure their capability under traffic pressure.

![Traffic Generation Environment for the Mobile Switching Center](image)

Figure 1.2: Traffic Generation Environment for the Mobile Switching Center

Figure 1.2 shows the traffic generation environment for loading the Mobile Switching Center (MSC). Typically, to generate traffic in order to load the MSC, many solutions model the whole Universal Mobile Telecommunications System Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) components’ protocols, these components are; the User Equipment (UE), radio base transceiver station (Node-B), and Radio
Network Controller (RNC). Obviously, it is not cost effective to simulate all these components and their protocols in order to load the MSC server.

Our proposed modeling technique simulates only the messages on the interface between the Radio Network Controller (RNC) and the MSC server; these messages are the Radio Access Network Application Part (RANAP) message, the Mobility Management message, and the Call Control message portions. The interface between the RNC and the MSC called IuCS, this interface is used for circuit switched data transfer.

Furthermore, our proposed design for traffic generation is modeled based on an Ericsson proprietary platform called CPP [5]. The Ericsson Connectivity Packet Platform (CPP) is a very powerful node used for emulation and protocol transportation in many applications within Ericsson globally, it provides a high rate of calls generation (1000 calls/sec). It is expected that our proposed design economizes in using real telecom equipments; since our design provides models for the radio access network messages, so it does not require real component such as the Radio Network Controller to generate the traffic.

1.2 Traffic Generation Design

One of the components of the Ericsson's WCDMA/GSM Core Network is the MSC Server, which is an entity that controls the setup and the release of the communication connections in the network. The actual connections are handled by the Media Gateway (MGw), which are driven by the MSC server using the Gateway Control Protocol (GCP) protocol.

To simulate an environment around the MSC for load testing first, we have to simulate the Media Gateway (MGw) that handles the GCP protocol. The MGw Simulation (MGwSim) is a tool developed by Ericsson, it interacts with the MSC and generates GCP protocol traffic, this tool is used for the MSC load testing [16].
Second, we have to generate the messaging traffic which simulates the RNC and other components of the UTRAN (Node-B and UE). To generate this traffic, testing engineers at Ericsson use either MGTS [27] or 3GSim [30] traffic generation tools along with the MGwSim to generate messaging traffic that properly load the MSC server.

In this thesis, we propose to model all messages between the MSC and RNC on the IuCS interface; this means no models will be provided to simulate the messages between the Node-B and the UE. All components in the proposed Traffic Generator will be modeled based on the CPP platform. Since the MGwSim is built on the CPP platform, this gives a capability to co-locate the MGwSim and our traffic generator on one CPP node to apply traffic load towards the MSC. The CPP platform version that is used for the current design is CPP 7.0 [5].

In real application, many call scenarios load the MSC server such as; mobile location update, mobile call originating, mobile call terminating, call waiting and forwarding, roaming call scenario, and others; but the mobile originating, mobile terminating, and location update call scenario can be responsible for most of the messages that load the MSC. Based on this, we consider those three call scenarios to generate the load traffic. In addition, most of the testing activities done by the industry for the MSC load actually concentrate on those three call scenarios.

In the traffic generator design, we concentrate on the modeling of the control plane messaging (signaling); no models will be provided for the user plane messaging (speech). An external tool for user plane traffic generation will be used to provide the speech load. In this thesis, we propose a model for the RANAP Simulator Traffic Generator, hereafter referred to as the RanapSim.

Figure 1.3 shows the proposed traffic generator architecture where it illustrates the main components, the CPP platform with its provided protocols, as well as the MSC server which is the device under test. In this figure, there are two different colors for the architecture components that can be explained as follow;
The white color indicates that these components will be modeled in this thesis and they represent the core of our proposed traffic generator. These components are:

- **Traffic Handler**: The traffic handler is the main component for generating the mobile call scenarios’ traffic by modeling all required protocols.

- **RANAP Controller**: This component controls and handles all interactions between the RanapSim components.

- **SCCP Interface Controller**: This component provides a connectivity functionality between the RanapSim traffic generator and the CPP platform in order to communicate with the MSC server.

These components will be explained in details in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.
The black color indicates that these components are assumed to be modeled later on. These components are:

- **RanapSim Manager**: The Manager is the central entity that controls the traffic generator simulation. Since this component is not modeled, we deal with it as an external system with clear specifications.

- **RanapSim Server**: The Server is responsible for forwarding the requests to the Manager, and transmitting the results back to the user.

- **RanapSim GUI**: The Graphical User Interface (GUI) provides a graphical interface to the simulator node for the user.

- **RanapSim CLI**: The Command Line Interface (CLI) provides a text-based interface to the simulator node for the user.

### 1.3 Methodology

In the following, we describe the proposed methodology that we adopted to model the traffic generator for the MSC load testing in the UMTS network. Figure 1.4 shows the UMTS network architecture and highlights the IuCS Interface that connects the RNC and the MSC, the transferred message over this interface contains many protocols' headers which are; the MM, CC, RANAP, SCCP, MTP-3b, SCCF-NNI, AAL5, SSCOP, and ATM [12].

Our methodology is to model only the Mobility Management (MM) and the Call Control (CC) protocols (generated by the UE) and model the RANAP protocol (generated by the RNC). The other protocols - that we have specified in the IuCS - are not needed to be modeled, by taking advantage of using the CPP platform. CPP is the Ericsson Connectivity Packet Platform, which is used for execution and transport purposes; the execution part provides a support for software application execution,
Figure 1.4: The UMTS Network Architecture

and the transport part provides connectivity functionality for several communication protocols [5], where it provides a connectivity function for the physical layer protocol, ATM protocol, up to the SCCP protocol.

Figure 1.5 shows the protocol stack provided by the CPP, the modeled protocols for the RanapSim, and the MSC protocol stack. This figure illustrates that RanapSim provides models for Mobility Management, and Call Control protocols which are responsible for representing the UE signalling messaging, these protocols should communicate with their corresponding protocols at the MSC server.

The RANAP protocol in the RanapSim represents the RNC signalling messages where the UE messages portions are carried as well. From Figure 1.5, it is obvious that RanapSim communicates with the CPP platform through the SCCP protocol that controls the signalling connections, where CPP platform provides an Application Programming Interface (API) based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) to facilitate the communication with it [5]. By modeling an interface through the SCCP protocol, our model is able to communicate with and route messages to
the CPP platform.

By handling the RANAP, MM, and CC messages to the CPP platform through the SCCP interface, the CPP is responsible for building the rest of the message by providing the headers of the SCCP, MTP-3b, SSCF-NNI, AAL5, SSCOP, ATM, and the physical layer protocols; the whole message will be forwarded by the CPP through the physical connection to the MSC server. Once the MSC receives the message from the CPP, it will decode and process the whole message contents including the generated RanapSim message portion. So, by utilizing the CPP transport functionality, we are exempted to model the rest of the protocol stack and this makes our model more efficient. Using this technique, we are able to communicate and load the MSC by the RANAP, the MM, and the CC messages without modeling the whole UTRAN. From what we have explained, our model should provide three main functionalities which are:

- Generate signalling traffic (RANAP, MM, and CC modeling).
• Interact and interface with the CPP platform (SCCP interfacing).

• Control the interacting components.

Several Modeling languages can be used to model the RanapSim Traffic Generator such as; the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [4] and the Specification Description Language (SDL) [41]; since our model is needed to be implemented as a tool using programming languages, so we consider the UML for modeling the traffic generator. Furthermore, we use the Rational Systems Developer (RSD) from IBM [3] to build the UML Use-Case Model and the UML Analysis Model which visually show the functional specifications, describe the structure of the system, and explain the interfacing between the system and its surroundings. The RSD tool is chosen because it is one of the most popular tools for designing UML models that is used in industry including Ericsson.

1.4 Related Work

In this section we present the related work in the area of protocol modeling and traffic generation for telecommunication networks using various techniques and methodologies. We will focus on traffic generation to load different telecommunication servers and components such as the MSC server. Also, we will show the work for telecommunication protocols modeling using different languages and techniques for various telecommunication standards; such as Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and Global System for Mobile communications (GSM). Furthermore, we will show the importance of the traffic generation for protocol performance testing and servers load testing in the telecommunication systems.

Since telecommunication networks and applications became more and more complex, there is a need for an efficient design for traffic generation that supports
performance evaluation and load testing. For instance, the work in [32] proposes a model for a traffic generation tool; this generator has been used to evaluate the performance of some applications between GPRS and WLAN networks. This work generates traffic by having traffic profiles produced by user-level software modules; these traffic profiles may contain parametric traffic description such as; time distributions and packet size information. The traffic will be generated by the traffic engine by recognizing the parameterized information of the traffic profiles. This work is an extension of a previous work described in [33] that presents an architecture for a traffic generator capable of generating Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) traffic according to stochastic models. Although this model generates ATM traffic, the main elements of the model can be used for generating traffic for other networking technologies. In the work presented in this thesis, we propose a design for traffic generator by modeling the RANAP, Mobility Management, and Call Control protocols without using traffic profiles information.

In [36], the author provides an overview of computer-based simulation for communications networks modeling, as well as some important related modeling issues. Also, the work presents a traffic modeling for the ATM networks to test multimedia and video services in the telecommunication networks. The Monte Carlo computer simulation has been used for characterizing network resources needed for traffic generation. The design we propose is not pure simulation since it is built based on a hardware platform.

Another work has been presented in [37] for traffic generation modeling for ad-hoc communication networks testing. It provides a Mobility Data Generator that generates packets of mobile transceivers that usually communicate via radio transmission. Along the same line of thought, the behavior of mobile transceivers has been modeled in [42] to test and evaluate Mobile Ad-hoc Networks. In contrast, the work in this thesis models the behavior of the mobiles call scenarios to generate the required traffic to load the MSC server.
The work in [35] presents a multi-application traffic generator that can be used to generate packets over a Local Area Network (LAN). The generator is capable to test other types of communication systems; this can be done by changing the main controller of the generator. In [38], the authors describe a software that simulates mobile call scenarios such as mobile originated call and mobile terminated call for the UMTS telecommunications system [40]. The provided simulator is capable to generate RANAP messages on the interface between the MSC and the RNC. Using the OMNeT++ simulator [39], some of the UMTS components have been simulated; such as mobile equipment, Node B, RNC, Media Gateway, MSC Server, and others. The generated messages by this work are extracted from some trace files and are restructured to form new messages, but still these messages not really generated as are those coming out from real network components. Also, this work describes the functionality of the simulated communication system using SDL (Specification and Description Language) [41]. The mobile originated call and the mobile terminated call scenarios in the UMTS system have been described and modeled using a sort of sequence diagrams that show all required RANAP, Mobility Management, and Call Control messages to simulate the mobile call scenarios. However, this software still cannot be used for testing real equipment, but in order to utilize it for real network load testing, it requires having connectivity functionalities to the real UMTS communication servers, for instance the MSC server. In this thesis, we provide models for the RANAP, Mobility Management, and Call Control protocols to emulate mobile originating call, mobile terminating call, and location update mobile call scenarios for the UMTS system in order to load the MSC server. Our model is capable to interact with the MSC server, since it is built based on the CPP platform which provides a connectivity functionality with the MSC.

In [43] [44], the authors propose a modeling technique for location operations in a UMTS Network. These operations belong to both core network and access network under the Mobility Management protocol. For location operations modeling,
the work of [45] [46] provides functional blocks that represent various components in the UMTS, such as UE, Node B, RNC, MSC, and others to simulate the location operations. SDL [41] and MSC (Message Sequence Charts) [47] have been used for modeling in this work. The provided model still can be improved by implementing the designed test outputs in the presence of physical implementations of network elements. In contrast, our models are capable to communicate with the MSC through the CPP platform.

The work in [19], presents a simulation model for the UTRAN, the simulated model has been used to check the UTRAN Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of the ATM links that connect the Node-B and the RNC. Along the same line of thought, the simulation has been used in [17] [18] to model and simulate the UTRAN, which contains UE, Node-B, RNC, and the interfaces between them. An analytical approach has been used to characterize the traffic and to evaluate the UTRAN performance. In our work, we do not simulate the UTRAN to test its performance, we model some of the UTRAN protocol generate real traffic on the IuCS interface.

In [20], the author concentrates on modeling the Mobility Management traffic load and illustrates the impact of this traffic load on the MSC server. The author describes preliminary information of the Mobility Management protocol parameters that has an impact of load the MSC. This load represents a signaling traffic related to the services provided by Mobility Management protocol, such as location update, paging procedure, authentication, and ciphering process. Our work models the Mobility Management protocol procedures and also models the Call Control protocol procedures that build the mobile call scenarios.

In [23], the work provides a design for a protocol controller to handle the communication functions at the Data Link layer between the MSC and the Base Station Controller (BSC) in the GSM mobile networks. The Message Transfer Part (MTP) protocol is responsible for these communication functions at the Data Link
layer. Our work concentrates on the protocol modeling between the RNC and the MSC for the UMTS networks.

The work in [48] indicates that the location update mobiles’ calls can be responsible of about 80% of the random accesses to the radio channel in the GSM networks. This fact indicates the significant impact of the traffic load on the MSC due to the Mobility Management signaling messages. The work in [34] proposes new techniques of test generation for communication standards, it indicates that communication software requires a lot from load testing to get reliable systems. Telecommunication companies are spending a lot of money for testing activity (up to 50% of overall development costs). This indicates the necessity of providing and modeling traffic generators for various communication standards to support systems testing.

Several languages and techniques have been used to model the telecommunication standards protocols. As we have mentioned before, the work in [38] [45] [46] [49] have used SDL [41] and MSCs [47] in modeling. The modeling part in [24] uses Entity Behavioral Specification and Description Language (EBSDL) to model the SCCP protocol. The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) has been modeled in [25] using the Unified Modeling Language (UML). The Use-Case Model and the Analysis Model have been described for the SNMP protocol modeling. Another work using UML in [26] provides an approach for network traffic modeling, which can be used in load testing to discover the faults of a system under test, Sequence Diagrams and Class Diagrams have been modeled to describe the logical implementation of the functional requirements. In this thesis, we make use of UML to model the traffic generator protocols and call scenarios where we build the Use Case Model, define the analysis classes, illustrate the sequence diagrams, and build the class diagrams.

**Commercial Tools**

Many companies have been working on designing and developing tools for
traffic generation, which can be used for telecommunication systems load testing and performance evaluation. Those tools provide various solutions for traffic modeling of most of the telecommunication systems protocols using different methodologies and techniques.

The Message Generator Traffic Simulator (MGTS) testing tool [27] is a solution provided by CATAPULT Communications. Another solution is developed by the same company, which is the Digital Communications Test System (DCT2000) [28]. These tools provide a variety of models for protocol simulation and traffic generation. MGTS and DCT2000 provide a simulation for all nodes and their interfaces protocols in the UTRAN (UE, Node-B, and RNC). The simulated UTRAN is used to generate traffic towards the MSC in order to do the load testing. The RANAP, the Mobility Management, and the Call Control protocols have been modeled in the simulated UTRAN. MGTS and DCT2000 require lots of scripting efforts from the end-users to implement the test scenarios scripts which will represent the call scenarios for the mobile communications. Those solutions are designed to run on a proprietary platforms provided by Catapult.

The Polystar company developed the SOLVER System [29], which is a load test tool for various telecommunication networks. It provides the ability to simulate the UTRAN for GSM/GPRS and UMTS with a number of connected mobile stations providing load to the MSC and other devices in the Core Network. SOLVER does not require lots of scripting efforts to implement the test call scenarios but it is not flexible to have customized test scenarios, also it supports a limited number of call scenarios. A proprietary platform from Polystar is used to run SOLVER to execute the required call scenarios.

Ericsson has developed a Third Generation Simulator (3Gsim) solution [30], as a load generator for traffic simulation in the UMTS networks. 3Gsim is used for the RNC load testing. 3Gsim can simulate some nodes in the UMTS network: the UE, the Node-B, the MSC, the SGSN, as well as the interfaces between them.
By simulating these UMTS nodes, 3Gsim is capable of generating traffic to load the RNC. In order to be able to load the MSC it should use real RNC’s to generate traffic towards the MSC server, but this is a costly strategy since it requires real components to generate traffic. 3Gsim provides command-based functionality to create traffic scenarios and to control the simulation. 3Gsim is built on CPP (Ericsson Connectivity Packet Platform) [5].

The UMTS Traffic Model Simulator (UTMS) [31], is another solution developed by Ericsson; it is used to generate traffic for the Media Gateway (MGw) load testing in the UMTS and GSM networks. UTMS simulates the signaling part of the radio access in the RNC and the BSC to load the MGw. UTMS is not designed to load the MSC, but it is possible to do that by using real MGw to simulate complete environment for the MSC. This makes the using of UTMS to load the MSC costly since it uses real component. UTMS is built on CPP (Ericsson Connectivity Packet Platform)[5].

In this thesis, we present a technique to model a traffic generator to load the MSC server in the UMTS networks. In this work, we use UML to model the RANAP, the Mobility Management, and the Call Control protocols on the IuCS Interface. Our technique does not require models for the UE, the Node-B, or the RNC; this makes our approach cost effective and more efficient than other techniques and models that we have highlighted earlier in this section. To load the MSC, those modeled protocols (RANAP, MM, and CC) provide mobile call scenarios; such as location update, mobile call originating, mobile call terminating, and call clearing scenarios. We build our models based on the Ericsson Connectivity Packet Platform (CPP) where the interfacing with this platform will be through the Signalling Connection Control Part (SCCP) protocol.
1.5 Thesis Contribution

The contribution of this thesis is as follows:

- We have provided an efficient technique to generate signaling messages towards the MSC server in order to do the load testing.

- We have modeled the Radio Access Network Application Part (RANAP) protocol’s procedures in order to generate the radio access network messages in the IuCS Interface.

- We have modeled the mobile radio interface protocols in the UMTS network; one of these protocols are the Mobility Management, which has been utilized to model the mobile location update call scenario. In addition, the Call Control protocol has been modeled to generate signalling messages of the mobile originating call, the mobile terminating call, and the call disconnect scenarios. All of these call scenarios are required to simulate the mobile stations of the network.

- We have built the UML Use Case Model and the Analysis Model for the RanapSim traffic generator design, where we have described the logical implementation of the functional requirements for the proposed design.

- Through the UML models, we have modeled connectivity functionality for the traffic generator design to communicate with the Ericsson Connectivity Packet Platform (CPP) through the SCCP protocol.

1.6 Thesis Outline

This thesis is made up of six chapters. In Chapter 2, we provide a brief overview for the traffic generator architecture, where we introduce the main components of the architecture and we describe the most important functionalities for each component.
In addition, we present the Use Case Model to realize the functional behavior of the proposed architecture; also we define and explain the model's Actors and the Use Cases. In Chapter 3, we provide detailed explanation for the Traffic Handler component and describe deeply the modeling for the RANAP, the mobility management, and the call control protocols. Also, we provide the UML Analysis Model for this component, where we define the analysis classes, build the Use Case realization, and illustrate the class diagrams.

In Chapter 4, we describe the RANAP Controller component which is the main controller for the whole traffic generator design; we realize the main functionalities for this component through describing the analysis classes, the Use Case realization, and the class diagrams. Also, we present the SCCP Interfacing Controller component, where we explain the interfacing functionality with the CPP platform through illustrating the analysis classes, the Use Case realization, and the class diagrams. In Chapter 5, we summarize and conclude the achieved work, and we present some future work hints. Finally, Appendix A contains some UML analysis classes, sequence diagrams, and interfaces which are implemented for the Analysis Model.
Chapter 2

Proposed Architecture

This chapter gives a brief overview of the detailed architecture of the RANAP simulator traffic generator, also it provides the main functional description and responsibilities for all the RanapSim components. In addition, this Chapter interprets the RanapSim functional behavior into UML Use Case Model. Figure 2.1 shows the RanapSim main components which are the Traffic Handler, RANAP Controller, and SCCP Interface Controller, also it illustrates how these component are connected to the MSC server through the CPP platform; the RanapSim Manager is connected to the RANAP Controller component to manage all components’ operations.

2.1 RanapSim Components Description

This section explains briefly the functional description of the RanapSim traffic generator that we are going to model, also it highlights the main components’ functionalities of the RanapSim.

2.1.1 Traffic Handler

The Traffic Handler performs all traffic generation requests which come from the Manager through the RANAP Controller, these requests show all call scenarios
that are supported by this model. This component is responsible for responding to any signaling messages received from the MSC through the RANAP Controller and sending the response back. Figure 2.2 shows the Traffic Handler's entities which represent the main functionalities provided by this Traffic Handler; those entities are the Main Traffic Handler, Location Update Entity, Call Originating Entity, and Call Terminating Entity. These entities are explained briefly as follows:

![Figure 2.1: RanapSim Main Components](image)

**Main Traffic Handler**

The Main Traffic Handler is the central entity that controls all signaling messages that are received from the RANAP Controller or from the call scenarios entities. This entity is responsible for forwarding messages to the corresponding call scenario entity. The Main Traffic Handler responsibilities are:

- Handle the Manager call scenario requests which are summarized as follows:
Handle the location update call scenario request, generate suggested connection identifier and connection state, and forward the call request to the Location Update entity. The generated connection ID along with connection state will be stored at the traffic handler and forwarded with all messages related to the generated call scenario. This ID will become the SCCP connection ID -at the CPP platform- which helps to distinguish between different messages that belong to different calls. More explanations will be given in Chapters 3 and 4.

Handle the mobile call originating call scenario request, generate suggested connection ID, and forward the call request to the Mobile Originating entity. There is no call scenario request for the mobile terminating scenario, because it is triggered at some point in the mobile originating scenario.

Handle the call disconnect requests and forward them to either the Mobile Originating entity or the Mobile Terminating entity, to force any of them to disconnect and clear the call.
• Identify the received messages from the MSC by using the SCCP connection ID which corresponds to a specific call scenario. After identifying the message, the RANAP portion will be extracted from the messages and forwarded to the right destination entity.

If the SCCP connection ID is unknown or not attached in the message, the Handler will look deeper into the message contents to understand the message type. So, if the hexadecimal value of the message type equal to "0014", this means that the message is a PAGING Request which should be forwarded to the Mobile Terminating entity to start the terminating side of the call.

• Receive signaling messages from the call scenario entities which will be forwarded to the RANAP Controller. If the handler receives a message from the Mobile Terminating entity without having a connection ID, this means that the received message is the response for the PAGING Request message. So, a new connection ID and state will be created for the call scenario.

**Location Update Entity**

The location update procedure is used to update the registration of the actual location area of a mobile station in the network [7], the Location Update entity handles the traffic generation of the location update call scenarios for any request received from the Manager. This entity should model the RANAP and the mobility management (MM) protocols' messages; which is normally carried by the IuCS interface between the RNC and the MSC.

The Location Update entity is responsible for initiating the Location Update call scenario by sending the request message to the MSC; which will emulate the mobile request for location update. In addition, this entity authenticates the connection with the MSC and performs other security procedures to secure and cipher...
the connection with the MSC, all these procedures are usually done by the mobile station which updates its location. After that, the MSC sends a message that contains the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), this message will be received by the entity to attach it to the emulated mobile station for identification purposes.

**Call Originating Entity**

The call originating entity is responsible for establishing the mobile originating call, which triggers the call terminating procedure to establish the mobile terminating call in order to simulate the circuit-switched call between two mobile stations. The Call Originating Entity handles the traffic generation of the originating call scenario by modeling the RANAP, the MM, and the CC protocols' messages [9].

The Call Originating Entity is responsible for the following messages and operations:

- Communicate with the MSC to establish the MM connection through performing the Connection Management (CM) service procedure, authenticating the connection with the MSC, and performing other security procedures to secure and cipher the connection with the MSC.

- Initiate the call setup procedure. Upon establishing the MM connection and receiving the IMSI, this entity shall send a SETUP message to the MSC.

- Receive a CALL PROCEEDING message from the MSC to indicate that the call is being processed, and handle the RAB ASSIGNMENT procedure which is normally initiated by the MSC to assign radio channel for specific mobile station [6].

- Once the Radio Access Bearer (RAB) ASSIGNMENT procedure is completed, the MSC will initiate a *PAGING Request* message to be sent to the Mobile
Terminating Entity - which is another entity from the Traffic Handler -. This message enables the MSC to request the RNC to contact the terminating mobile station. At this point, the call originating entity will wait for the MSC to establish the call with the call terminating entity.

- Receive ALERTING message from the MSC, this indicates that the call terminating entity has setup the call with the MSC and initiated the ALERTING message. After that, the call originating entity receives a CALL CONNECT message from the MSC, and sends back a CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGMENT message to the MSC.

**Call Terminating Entity**

The call terminating entity is responsible for responding to the originating call and to simulate the mobile terminating call, which will be triggered by the *PAGING Request* message.

The Call Originating entity is responsible for the following messages and operations:

- Communicate with the MSC to perform the PAGING procedure, where the call terminating entity receives the PAGING Request message (RANAP Message) - this message is used to find and contact the simulated terminating mobile in the call terminating entity- and then responds by sending the PAGING Response message (Mobility Management Message) [9].

- Authenticate the connection with the MSC server and perform the Security Mode procedure.

- Receive the Common ID message which contains the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), interact with the MSC to complete the setup procedure for the incoming call, and then send the CALL CONFIRMED message to confirm the readiness to receive the call from the call originating entity.
• Complete the RAB ASSIGNMENT procedure with the MSC. The MSC initi­
etes this procedure to assign radio channel for the call terminating entity.

• Send an ALERTING message to the MSC. Upon receiving this message, the
MSC sends a corresponding ALERTING message to the call originating entity.

• Send a CALL CONNECT message to the MSC which indicates that the call
terminating entity accepts the call. Upon receiving this message, the MSC
will send a CALL CONNECT message to the call originating entity.

Upon the CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGMENT message is received from the
MSC, the call will be started and the speech will be going on between the call
originating and the call terminating entities until a call clearing procedure is initiated
by the MSC or by any of the calling parties. The speech load is not provided by
this system; still we need a tool to provide the data plane (speech).

2.1.2 RANAP Controller

The RANAP Controller represents the main controller of the system, since it controls
all interactions between the traffic generator components and other external com­
ponents. Also, it represents the connecting point between the RanapSim Manager,
the Traffic Handler, and the SCCP interface Controller. The RANAP Controller’s
responsibilities are:

• Handle the SCCP Attach and the SCCP Detach requests. These requests
are initiated by the Manger to attach/detach the SCCP Access Point Facade
Interface (SCCPApfi), this interface handles the SCCP protocol’s control plane
(signalling) in the CPP platform.

• Handle the Manager call scenarios requests for the call scenarios by forwarding
them to the Traffic Handler component in order to generate calls.
• Receive call scenario messages from the Traffic Handler and forward them to the Manager (for tracing and following up purposes). Also, RANAP Controller forwards these messages to the CPP platform which is connected to the MSC.

• Receive the MSC messages (responses/requests) which are sent through the CPP platform, forward them to the Manager (for tracing and following up purposes), as well as forward these messages to the Traffic Handler to complete the call scenarios.

More details about this component are given in Chapter 4.

2.1.3 SCCP Interface Controller

The SCCP Interface Controller is a component that deals with the CPP platform to control the SCCP connections, exchange messages, and interact with the CPP interfaces which are based on the SCCP protocol. This controller is responsible for handling all messages from/to the CPP, and the CPP itself will take the responsibility to interact with the MSC to accomplish our target of applying load to the MSC.

The CPP platform provides various protocols that we can interact with, and for each protocol there are many interfaces to deal with. In our case, we are dealing with the SCCP protocol. The CPP platform provides two interfaces for the SCCP; these interfaces are the control plane interface (SCCPApfi) and the user plane interface (SCCI). The SCCP Interface Controller’s responsibilities can be summarized as follows:

• Attach the SCCPApfi interface in order to use the SCCP service. This attach request will be initiated by the Manager.

• Handle the SCCP connections for several call scenarios.

• Transfer data to the CPP platform in order to communicate with the MSC.
• Detach the SCCPApfi interface. No more SCCP services will be provided after detaching this interface.

More details about this component are given in Chapter 4.

2.2 RanapSim Use-Case Model

The UML Use-Case Model describes a system’s functional requirements in terms of Use Cases. It consists of all Actors of the system and various Use Cases by which the Actor interacts with the system, thereby describing the total functional behavior of the system. Each Use Case describes the functionality to be built in the proposed system, which can include another Use Case’s functionality or extend another Use Case with its own behavior [4].

The UML Use Case can be defined as a sequence of actions that a system performs to achieve a specific functionality [4]. System’s Use Case can be identified by investigating the functions that the user wants from the system, communication information between Actors about changes or events that the system must know about, and information that must be modified or created.

The UML Actor can be defined as anyone or anything that interacts with the system (the application), also it represents human, machine, or another system. System’s Actors can be identified by exploring anything uses or maintains the system, the system’s external resources, and other systems that interact with our system.

The interactions between the system’s Use Cases and Actors can be realized by UML Relationships. A UML relationship is a model element that defines the structure and behavior between other model elements. Some of these relationships are Association, Include, and extend relationships [1].

In this section, we make use of the Use-Case Model to interpret the functional description of the RanapSim Traffic Generator into UML modeling elements. The Use-Case Model considers the RanapSim system as a black box; this means that
the building blocks within the RanapSim should not be mentioned in the Use-Case Model.

Figure 2.3 shows the Use Case diagram for the RanapSim Traffic Generator Use Case Model. It shows that the Traffic Handler functionalities are interpreted into seven Use Cases which are; the Update Location, Originate MS Call, Terminate MS Call, Disconnect Originating Call, Disconnect Terminating Call, Distinguish Call Scenarios, and Handle Traffic Use Cases. Also, The Use Case diagram illustrates the RANAP Controller functionalities which are interpreted into the Attach SCCP, Detach SCCP, Check SCCP Service, Forward Call Scenario Messages, and Forward CPP Response Messages Use Cases.

Furthermore, the Use Case diagram explains all Use Cases that provide the SCCP Interface Controller functionalities, these Use Cases are; the Control CPP Interfacing, Disconnect SCCP Connection, Setup SCCP Service, and Release SCCP Service Use Cases. On the other hand, the CPP platform and the RanapSim Manager component are represented as UML Actors in the Use Case diagram.

In next section, we describe in details the Use Case Model that reflects the functional behavior of the RanapSim.

2.2.1 Actors

An Actor expresses the role of a user (human or external system) interacting with the system. An Actor is not part of the system [1].

CPP

The CPP is an existing platform used for execution and transport with specified interfaces for application design. The execution part consists of support for the design of application hardware and software. The transport part, which can be seen as an internal application on the execution platform, consists of several protocols for communication and signaling. This traffic generator model shall be built based on
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the CPP platform specifications. Also, the CPP platform provides several protocols and connectivity capabilities from the ATM protocol up to the SCCP protocol.

**RanapSim Manager**

The RanapSim Manager is an external system that manages the RanapSim resources; also it controls the simulation through command bases. To facilitate the dealing with this component, we assume that the RanapSim Manager is an external system interacting with our main components and it is responsible for initiating the call scenarios requests.

This Actor will be implemented to initiate the following call scenarios requests:

- SCCP Attach (CPP)
- SCCP Detach (CPP)
- Location Update
- Mobile Call Originating
- Originating Call Disconnect
- Terminating Call Disconnect

The Mobile Terminating call scenario will be initiated consequently by initiating the MS Call Originating request.

### 2.2.2 Use Cases

A Use Case should be used to express user-initiated functionality. All functionalities should be expressed as Use Cases. The *Include* and the *Extend* relationships can be used between Use Cases to express communications, options and possibilities of reuse. These kinds of relations between Use Cases should be visualized in the Use-Case Diagram [1].
**Update Location**

This Use Case describes how the Location Update call scenario can be generated. The modeled Location Update is specified for the IMSI Attach purpose. Also, this Use Case models all messages which normally go from the RNC to the MSC to emulate the Location Update call scenario. This Use Case interacts with the MSC to complete the Location Update call scenario.

**Originate MS Call**

This Use Case is started by the RanapSim Manager actor, it describes how the mobile originating call can be generated. It models all messages which normally go from the RNC to the MSC to emulate the originating call scenario. This Use Case responds to the received messages from the MSC, some of the response messages initiate the terminating call scenario at the terminating side to emulate a complete call between the originating and the terminating sides.

**Terminate MS Call**

This Use Case is started by the RanapSim Manager actor. It describes how a sequence of messages can be generated for establishing a call with the originating side through the MSC server. It describes how the mobile station receives a PAGING request from the MSC and how it responds to it. In addition, this Use Case properly responds to all messages received from the MSC to complete the terminating call scenario, these responses are forwarded to the MSC to connect the originating side to the terminating side of the call.

**Disconnect Originating Call**

This Use Case is started when the RanapSim Manager actor decides to disconnect and clear the call from the originating side; this Use Case releases all occupied resources for a call between the originating and terminating sides. This Use Case is
connected to the *Originate MS Call* Use Case through the *extend* relationship.

**Disconnect Terminating Call**

This Use Case is started when the RanapSim Manager actor wants to disconnect and clear the call from the terminating side; this Use Case releases all occupied resources for a call between the originating and terminating sides. This Use Case is connected to the *Terminate MS Call* Use Case through the *extend* relationship [4].

**Handle Traffic**

This Use Case handles and controls the traffic issues of all the call scenarios, it describes a sequence of messages for distinguishing between the various CPP platform response messages in order to route them to the proper call scenario based on the SCCP connection identifier. This Use Case is connected to the *Update Location, Originate MS Call, Terminate MS Call, and Forward CPP Response Messages* Use Cases through the *include* relationships.

**Distinguish Call Scenarios**

This Use Case is responsible for generating an SCCP connection identifier for a corresponding call scenario, and initiating a call scenario traffic generation which can be identified based on the generated SCCP connection. This Use Case is connected to the *Update Location, Originate MS Call, and Terminate MS Call* Use Cases through the *include* relationships.

**Forward Call Scenario Messages**

This Use Case describes how the generated call scenario messages are transferred to the RanapSim Manager actor and the CPP platform actor. This Use Case is connected to the *Handle Traffic* Use Case through the *include* relationship.
Forward CPP Response Messages

This Use Case illustrates how the response messages received from the CPP platform actor can be forwarded to various call scenarios and to the RanapSim Manager actor. This Use Case is connected to the Handle Traffic Use Case through the include relationship [4].

Attach SCCP

This Use Case is started by the RanapSim Manager to initiate the SCCP service attachment operation; without attaching the service, call scenarios are not allowed to communicate with the CPP platform.

Detach SCCP

This Use Case is started by the RanapSim Manager to initiate the SCCP service detachment operation; call scenarios will not have any access to the CPP platform after detaching this service.

Check SCCP Service

This Use Case makes sure that the SCCP service is attached before any call scenario starts generating messages. This Use Case is included by the Attach SCCP and Detach SCCP Use Cases through the include relationships.

Control CPP Interfacing

This Use Case allows the traffic generator to exchange messages with the CPP platform through the SCCP protocol, it describes how to interact with the CPP platform through the SCCP interface. Furthermore, this Use Case explains how to establish an SCCP connection through the CPP platform for a specific call scenario, and how to forward/receive messages to/from the CPP platform.
Disconnect CPP Connection
This Use Case describes how to disconnect the SCCP connection for a specific call scenario at the CPP platform. This Use Case is connected to the Control CPP Interfacing Use Case through the extend relationship [4].

Setup SCCPApfi Service
This Use Case describes how the SCCPApfi interface can be setup and attached at the CPP platform actor to utilize the provided service. This Use Case is connected to the Control CPP Interfacing Use Case through the extend relationship.

Release SCCPApfi Service
This Use Case describes how the SCCPApfi interface can be released and detached at the CPP platform actor; no services will be provided after releasing this interface. This Use Case is connected to the Control CPP Interfacing Use Case through the extend relationship.

2.3 UML Analysis Model Preliminaries
This section describes the modeling elements of the UML Analysis Model, and it introduces the techniques that will be followed in Chapter 3 and 4 to build the Analysis Model for the RanapSim Traffic Generator’s main components.

The Analysis Model describes the structure of the system or application that we are modeling. It describes the logical implementation of the functional requirements that we identified in the Use Case Model. The main purposes of the Analysis Model are to: (1) identify the classes which perform a Use Case’s flow of events, (2) distribute the Use Case behavior to those classes through Use Case realizations, (3) identify the responsibilities, attributes and associations of the classes, and (4) build
the Class Diagrams of the system. The Analysis Model consists of three phases, which are Analysis Classes, Use Case realization, and Class Diagrams, Figure 2.4 shows the three phases that we follow to accomplish the Analysis Model [4].

The Analysis Classes represent an early conceptual model of the system which contains many classes. The class is a description of a set of objects that share the same attributes, operations, relationships, and semantics, any instance from a class can be called object, and the object is an entity with a well-defined boundary and identity that encapsulates state and behavior.

![UML Analysis Model](image)

Figure 2.4: UML Analysis Model

The Analysis Classes is the first phase of the Analysis Model, it can be identified based on three perspectives, which are; (1) a class is used to model interaction between the system and its environment; this class represents a Boundary Class. The boundary class can be a user-interface class, a device-interface class, or a system-interface class. (2) A class is used to model the control behavior of one or more Use
Cases; this class represents a Control Class. (3) A class is used to model information that must be stored; this class represents an Entity Class [2].

The second phase of the Analysis Model which is the UML Use Case Realization, this phase can be used to describe the behavior of the Use Case and to identify the responsibilities, attributes and associations of the classes. The class responsibilities can be characterized as the actions that the object can perform, or the knowledge that the object maintains and provides to other objects [1].

To illustrate the Use Case realization, we use Sequence Diagram which is a UML diagram that illustrates sequence of messages between objects in an interaction. It consists of a group of objects that are represented by lifelines and messages that objects exchange within the interaction.

In most cases, we use sequence diagrams to illustrate use-case realizations to show how objects interact to perform the behavior of a Use Case. One or more sequence diagrams may illustrate the object interactions which represent a Use Case. A typical organization is to have one sequence diagram for the main flow of events and one Sequence Diagram for each independent sub-flow of the Use Case.

The UML Class Diagrams is the third phase of the Analysis Model which shows a collection of declarative model elements, such as classes, interfaces, and relationships. It is possible to use Class Diagrams to model the objects that make up the system, to display the relationships between the objects, and to describe what services provided by those objects [4].

Class Diagrams can be used to visualize, specify, and document structural features in our models. In addition, class diagrams help to show the class roles and responsibilities that define the behavior of the system, and it illustrates the structure of a model by using attributes, operations, signals, and relationships.

During the Analysis Model, we can create class diagrams to capture and define the structure of classes and to define relationships between classes. UML Relationships provide different types of connectivity between modeling elements, such as
Dependency, Association, Aggregation, Composition, Generalization, and Interface realization relationships [4].

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have provided the functional description of the RanapSim Traffic Generator architecture. We have described the main components of the proposed traffic generator namely; the Traffic Handler, the RANAP Controller, and the SCCP Interface Controller, where we have illustrated the main functionalities for each component. The defined functional description of the RanapSim’ components have been interpreted into UML Use-Case Model, this model highlights the functional behavior of the RanapSim components in terms of UML Use Cases and Actors. The RanapSim’s Use Case Model will be used by the Analysis Model to describe the logical implementation of the system. The UML Analysis Model preliminaries have been presented in this chapter; these preliminaries will be followed in Chapter 3 where we are going to introduce the detailed modeling of the Traffic Handler component.
Chapter 3

Traffic Handler

In this chapter, we present a detailed model for the Traffic Handler component which is one of the main components in the traffic generator design. The Traffic Handler is responsible for generating the signaling messages for some call scenarios, such as location update, mobile originating call, and mobile terminating call. To generate these signaling messages, Traffic Handler provides models for the RANAP, the Mobility Management (MM), and the Call Control (CC) protocols, these models build the contents of each message for the call scenarios. In this chapter, we present the UML Analysis Model phases for the Traffic Handler component.

3.1 UML Analysis Classes

In this section, we are going to introduce the analysis classes for Traffic Handler component. In UML, a class represents an object or a set of objects that share a common structure and behavior, the instantiated objects of these classes are used to build the interaction diagrams [4].
3.1.1 Messaging Proxies Classes

Traffic Handler component has three messaging proxies that are responsible for handling all operations related to the protocols’ messages, these messages are; RANAP message [6], Mobility Management message, and Call Control message [7]. Each one of the messages has one control class that works as a proxy and many entity classes that represent the message data elements. In this section, we give detailed description about these messaging proxies’ classes and their operations and data elements.

**RANAP Message Proxy**

The RANAP Message Proxy is represented by the control class which is shown below, this proxy is responsible for receiving, preparing, forwarding, decoding, and sending RANAP messages as well as performing a RANAP procedure that is requested by the incoming message. Several RANAP messages are represented in this model as UML Entity classes and controlled by this proxy class; these messages belong to different RANAP procedures that are required to build the signaling traffic for the modeled calls scenarios. These RANAP messages are; Direct Transfer, Initial UE, Common ID, Security Mode Command, Security Mode Complete, RAB Assignment, Paging Request, as well as Iu Release messages [8]. These messages represent the RANAP portion of the generated traffic to load the MSC.

Figure 3.1 shows the UML representation for the *RANAP Message Proxy* class, it illustrates the operations that are provided by the class. Generally, this class’s responsibilities are to: (1) receive and prepare request/response RANAP messages, (2) communicate with the Mobility Management Message Proxy to get the MM message part, (3) communicate with the Call Control Message Proxy to get the CC message part, and (4) co-work with other control classes to perform the RANAP procedures; for example *get Direct Transfer Response*. 
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The *get Direct Transfer Response* operation is invoked usually to perform Direct Transfer procedure and get the response message for it; the purpose of the Direct Transfer procedure is to carry UE - MSC signaling messages over the IuCS Interface. The UE - MSC signaling messages are not interpreted by the RNC, also the UE - MSC signaling messages are transported as a parameter in the Direct Transfer messages [6]. The UE side is represented by the MM message proxy or the CC message proxy classes. More details about this class and RANAP data classes can be found in Appendix A.1.1.

**Mobility Management Message Proxy**

Mobility Management is one of the main functions of the GSM or UMTS system that allows UEs to communicate with the core network especially the MSC. The main responsibilities of the mobility management are to locate and track where the UEs are, so that any mobile phone services signaling messages can be delivered to them [9].

The Mobility Management Message Proxy is represented by the UML control class which is shown in figure 3.2, this proxy gets requests from the RANAP Message Proxy to prepare, send, decode Mobility Management messages, as well
as perform a Mobility Management procedure that is requested by the RANAP Message Proxy. In this model, the MM message proxy represents the UE mobility portion, so it models and replaces the mobility portions of the UE. Various Mobility Management messages are represented as UML Entity classes, each one of these classes represent a specific type of mobility management actual message that is related to one of the MM functionalities. In this model, the MM message proxy class represents and models the mobility management portion of the real UE. The MM messages that are provided by this model are; Location Update Request/Accept/Reject, Authentication Request/Response/Reject, Connection Management Service Request/Accept/Reject, as well as Paging Response messages [7]. These messages represent the UE mobility management portion message of the generated signaling traffic to load the MSC. These messages' classes can be controlled and accessed by the MM message proxy class to perform and complete the MM requested services.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the operations and a data member that are provided by the class. In general, this class's responsibilities are to: (1) receive and prepare
request/response MM messages, (2) provide mobility management messages to the RANAP Message Proxy class to generate the UE message portion, (3) perform the connection management services which is responsible for generating a MM connection, (4) perform the authentication procedure at the UE side, and (5) perform the location update procedure.

The location update procedure is handled by this class through some operations. Normally, the location updating procedure is used to update the registration of the actual location area of a UE in the network [9], the receive Location Update Accept operation indicates that the UE’s IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity) is recognized and activated by the MSC. Also, receive Location Update Reject operation indicates that the UE’s IMSI is not activated by the MSC. More details about this class and MM data classes can be found in Appendix A.1.1.

**Call Control Message Proxy**

Call Control is one of the GSM or UMTS system which use the mobility management connection to allow UEs to establish and clear calls with the core network especially MSC. The main responsibilities of call control are to allow the UE to originate mobile call, terminate mobile call, and clear mobile call [9].

The Call Control Message Proxy is represented by the control class which is shown in Figure 3.3, this proxy gets requests from the RANAP Message Proxy to prepare, send, decode Call Control messages, as well as perform the call establishment or clearing procedures that are requested by the RANAP Message Proxy.

Different Call Control messages are represented as UML Entity classes in this model, each one of these classes represents a specific type of call control actual message that is related to one of the CC functionalities. In this model, the CC message proxy class represents and models the call control portion of the real UE, so it replaces the call control portions of the UE. The CC messages that are provided by this model; Alerting, Setup, Call Proceeding, Call Confirm, Call Connect, Connect Acknowledgment, Disconnect, Release, as well as Release Complete messages [7].
These messages represent the UE call control portion message of the generated signaling traffic to load the MSC. These messages' classes can be controlled and accessed by the CC message proxy class to perform and complete the CC requested functions.

The UML representation of the CC Message Proxy class is shown in Figure 3.3; it demonstrates the operations and data members that are provided by the class. In this model, the CC message proxy class’s responsibilities are: (1) receive and prepare request/response call control messages, (2) provide the call establishment and call clearing messages to the RANAP Message Proxy class to generate the UE message portion, (3) prepare and send the Setup message to MSC to initiate a mobile call originating establishment, (4) perform both call proceeding and call confirming requests that come from the MSC side, (5) perform the alerting, call connect, and connect acknowledgment procedures at both terminating and originating call sides, and (6) perform the call clearing procedure from for a specific CC entity which

Figure 3.3: Call Control Message Proxy Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation/Membership</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>startTimer()</td>
<td>Initialize call timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getCcPart()</td>
<td>Get current call part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepareSetupMessage()</td>
<td>Prepare setup message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiveCallProceeding()</td>
<td>Receive call proceeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopTimer()</td>
<td>Stop timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendCallConfirmed()</td>
<td>Send call confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendCallConnect()</td>
<td>Send call connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendAlertingMessage()</td>
<td>Send alerting message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiveAlertingMessage()</td>
<td>Receive alerting message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiveCallConnect()</td>
<td>Receive call connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendConnectAdMessage()</td>
<td>Send connect acknowledgment message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiveSetupMessage()</td>
<td>Receive setup message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>releaseConnectAdMessage()</td>
<td>Release connect acknowledgment message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendRelease()</td>
<td>Send release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sendReleaseComplete()</td>
<td>Send release complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiveDisconnectMessage()</td>
<td>Receive disconnect message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
represent the call control portion of a UE [10].

In this UML model, we provide the call connect and connect acknowledgment through some operations that are provided by the CC proxy class. The CC proxy class -at the mobile terminating side- indicates the MSC that the call has been accepted at the called entity by invoking the send Call Connect operation. The CC proxy class - at the mobile originating side- receives the call connect message from the MSC by invoking the receive Call Connect operation, the received message by this operation indicates that the call connection has been established by the MSC [7]. More details about this class and CC data classes can be found in Appendix A.1.1.

3.1.2 Traffic Handler Control Classes

In this section, we give details about the UML control classes for the Traffic Handler component. These control classes are designed to handle and control all signaling messages that are received from the RANAP Controller classes or from the Messaging proxies’ classes. These classes contain the call scenarios classes and the RANAP procedures classes. The following are the Traffic Handler’s analysis classes with their operations and data elements.

Traffic Handling Controller Class

The Traffic Handling Controller class is the main control class for the Traffic Handler Component.

The Traffic Handling Controller class controls all interactions between the Traffic Handler component and the RANAP Controller component, where this class handles all signaling messages between the main call scenarios’ control classes and the RANAP Controller classes. Figure 3.4 shows the UML representation for this class, it illustrates the operations and data members that are provided by the class.
As data members, this class provides the *User Data* that implies the RANAP message frame, the *SCCP Connection ID* that identifies the SCCP connection for each call scenario, and the *SCCP Connection ID State*, which is an enumeration data element, this data member is transferred between various components along with the *SCCP Connection ID*. The *SCCP Connection ID State* holds values from 1 to 4, we summaries these values implications for the corresponding SCCP connection as follows:

1: "*connected*": the SCCP connection is connected.

2: "*disconnected*": the SCCP connection is disconnected.

3: "*generated*": the SCCP connection is only generated.

4: "*to be disconnected*" the SCCP connection is intended to be disconnected.

Generally, the *Traffic Handling Controller* class is responsible for (1) controlling the behavior of the call scenarios classes, (2) communicating with the RANAP Controller classes to receive and forward the RANAP protocol message portion (*User Data*), (3) identifying the received message -through the *SCCP connection ID* and forward it to the proper class object. More details about these class’s operations and data elements can be found in Appendix A.1.2.
Location Update Controller Class

The *Location Update Controller* class controls the location update call scenario functionality in the Traffic Handler component.

![LocationUpdateController class diagram](image)

**Figure 3.5: Location Update Controller Class**

Figure 3.5 shows the UML representation for the location update controller class, this class communicates with the *Traffic Handling Controller* class to get the relevant messages for a specific UE to accomplish the location update call scenario. Also, it interacts with the RANAP proxy, mobility management proxy, and other control classes to generate the sequence of signaling messages that provides the location update traffic in order to load the MSC. More information about these class responsibilities can be found in Section 3.2.1; and more details about the class’s operations and data member can be found in Appendix A.1.2.

Call Originating Controller Class

The *Call Originating Controller* class controls the mobile originating call scenario functionality in the Traffic Handler component.

The UML representation for the call originating class is shown in Figure 3.6, the data elements and operations in this class contribute to model the mobile originating call scenario. This class interacts with the *Traffic Handling Controller* class to send and receive the mobile originating call messages, also it cooperates with the RANAP, mobility management, and call control proxies classes to generate the data messages. These messages are used by the *Call Originating Controller* class as requests and responses to originate a call from UE and to interact with MSC to
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establish the call with the terminating mobile side. More information about the mobile originating call scenario can be found in Section 3.2.2. Also, this class provides a capability to disconnect the call by releasing all related connections. More details about the class’s operations and data member can be found in Appendix A.1.2.

Call Terminating Controller Class

The mobile terminating call scenario is controlled by the Call Terminating Controller class.

As we mentioned before that the call originating controller class initiates the call by interacting with the MSC, the MSC interacts with the Call Terminating Controller Class to establish a call between originating and terminating mobiles. The Call Terminating Controller class is provided by this model to represent the mobile terminating side; this class interacts with the Call Originating Controller class through the MSC server to generate all signalling messages for mobile calls.
By modeling originating and terminating calls, we will be able to load the MSC with the generated messages [9].

Figure 3.7 shows the UML representation for the call terminating controller class. It cooperates with the RANAP proxy, mobility management proxy, and call control proxy classes to generate the required sequence of messages to simulate the terminating mobile side. More information about the mobile terminating call scenario can be found in Section 3.2.3. Also, this class is able to disconnect the call through clearing all connections and releasing all occupied resources. More details about the class’s operations and data member can be found in Appendix A.1.2.

**RANAP Procedures Control Classes**

In this model, we provide control classes for various RANAP elementary procedures that are required to represent the RANAP protocol for the supported call scenarios that we provide by this model. Each one of these classes is responsible for providing RANAP procedure functionality and interacting with the RANAP message proxy to generate the needed message. One of these classes is the *Initial UE Message Controller* class; this class interacts with the call scenario control classes and the RANAP message proxy to initiate the initial UE message procedure and generate the first RANAP message for the corresponding call scenario.

![Initial UE Message Controller Class](image)

Figure 3.8: Initial UE Message Controller Class

Figure 3.8 shows the UML representation for the *Initial UE Message Controller* class. Other RANAP procedures control classes are; *Direct Tranfer Controller*, *Security Mode Controller*, *Common ID Controller*, *RAB Assignment Controller*, *Paging Controller*, and *Iu Release Controller* class [8], more details about these
3.2 UML Use-Case Realization

We illustrate the Use Cases' realizations of the Traffic Handler components through classes/objects interactions. Traffic Handler functionalities are realized into seven Use Cases in the Use Case Model, these Use Case are; the Update Location, Originate MS Call, Terminate MS Call, Disconnect Originating Call Disconnect Terminating Call, Distinguish Call Scenarios and Handle Traffic Use Cases. The sequence diagrams describe the logical implementation of the functional specifications that we identified in the Use Case Model. Also, sequence diagrams realize the Use Cases by describing the flow of events in the Use Cases when they are executed. In this section, we describe the sequence diagrams for some of the Traffic Handler Use Cases. More information about other sequence diagrams can be found in Appendix A.2.

3.2.1 Location Update Realization

We present the Update Location Use Case realization by illustrating sequence of messages between interacting objects to provide a location update call scenario for a UE. This sequence of messages is demonstrated through the UML sequence diagram.

Figure 3.9 shows the main flow of the location update sequence diagram, it contains the main objects that are instantiated form their classes, and it also shows a sequence of messages or events with numbers on it. The sequence is started by the location update controller object (event 1) which asks the Initial UE Messages controller object to prepare the location update initial message by contacting the RANAP message proxy and the MM message proxy, this happens through the get Location Update Request MM Part operation. The generated data message will be returned back to the location update controller object (event 2), this object sends
the message to other control classes to handle it to the MSC (this will be explained in other sequence diagrams).

In events 3 and 4, a direct transfer RANAP message will be received and forwarded to the direct transfer message controller object to check the requested operation to perform and to send it to the RANAP message proxy then the MM message proxy to perform the operation. The MM message proxy realizes that it is an authentication request message, so it invokes the authentication Reaction operation to authenticate the MSC and calculate ciphering keys [7]. An authentication message response will return back to indicate the acceptance or rejection.

In events 5 and 6, the security mode command message will be received and sent to the security mode controller object (RANAP procedure). After decoding the message, this object cooperates with RANAP message proxy object to perform the security mode complete operation by extracting the encryption information and the integrity protection information, then choosing appropriate ciphering and integrity algorithms [6]. A message will be sent to the MSC to confirm these configurations.

In event 7, the common ID message will be received by the location update controller object and sent to the common ID controller object; this message contains the (IMSI) which is sent by the MSC to identify and locate the UE (in this case the UE is represented by the MM message proxy). After identifying the message, the common ID controller object invokes the perform Common ID on Ranap operation to forward the message to the RANAP message proxy and store the IMSI and attach it for a specific UE; this operation is called Location Update - IMSI Attach [7][9]. In real application, the RNC creates a reference between the IMSI of the UE and the RRC connection of the same UE to be used in RNC paging procedure [13].

In event 8, the location update controller object receives a direct transfer message that should be forwarded to the MM message proxy. As we explain in the diagram, the MM message proxy uses alternative combined fragments (switch condition provided by UML 2.0) to identify the received message type [4]. By
Figure 3.9: Location Update Sequence Diagram
evaluating the condition, the MM message proxy will be indicated that whether the UE location is updated on the MSC side [7]. If this is the case, the receive Location Update Accept operation will be invoked, if the location update is rejected by the MSC, then the receive Location Update Reject operation will be invoked. More detailed information about these events’ operations can be found in Appendix A.1.

3.2.2 Mobile Originating Call Realization

The proposed model generates messages for the mobile originating call scenario; this functionality is represented by the Originate MS Call Use Case.

Figure 3.10 shows the basic flow of the Mobile Call Originating sequence diagram, it shows also the participating objects and the sequence of messages or events with numbers on them. The sequence starts by the call originating controller object (event 1) which asks the Initial UE Messages controller object to originate the call and contact the RANAP messages proxy to generate the Initial UE message for this scenario [6], the RANAP message proxy -through get CM Service Req Part operation- asks the MM message proxy to generate the CM service request message, this message is required to establish MM connection in the MSC side, and it will be carried by the Initial UE message to be sent to the MSC (event2).

In event 3, the MM message proxy receives the CM service response message that is forwarded by the direct transfer object and the RANAP message proxy. As it is explained in the figure, the MM message proxy checks the received message type to know whether the MM connection is established or not. In events 4 and 5, the sequence of messages represents the authentication operation that is required by the MM message proxy to authenticate the MSC and calculate ciphering key, also events 6 and 7 illustrate the security mode command operation to extract the encryption information and the integrity protection information and to choose appropriate ciphering and integrity algorithms [9]. Through event 8, the call scenario receives the IMSI for the corresponding MM message proxy.
Figure 3.10: Mobile Originating Call Sequence Diagram (part1)
In event 9, the direct transfer controller object will be ordered by the call originating controller object to prepare a SETUP message, this message shall be generated through invoking the `prepare Setup Message` operation at the call control message proxy. The SETUP message contains the calling and the called party addresses information, also this message will be sent back to the direct transfer controller class. In event 10, the SETUP message will be sent through the direct transfer message to initiate a mobile originating call establishment at the MSC side [7]. In this context, the call control message proxy represents and models the UE’s call control portion.

Figure 3.11 shows the completion of the mobile call originating sequence diagram. In events 11 and 12, the call control message proxy receives a CALL PROCEEDING message and invokes the `receive Call Proceeding` operation. This message indicates that the requested call is being processed at the MSC side [7]. In events 13 and 14, the RAB assignment controller object receives a RAB assignment request message which contains the radio access carrier information; the RAB assignment controller object cooperates with the RANAP message proxy to confirm the RAB request that comes from the MSC and send the established/modified RAB ID to the MSC as a RAB assignment response message; the operation `get RAB Assignment Response` will be invoked to perform that [6] [8].

Once the MSC receives the RAB assignment response message, the call control entity of the MSC will send a PAGING request message to page and locate the mobile terminating side; this message will trigger and start the mobile terminating call scenario, the sequence diagram for this call scenario will be explained in Section 3.2.3. At this point the mobile originating call sequence diagram waits until the MSC receives an ALERTING message from the mobile terminating call sequence diagram. Once the MSC receives an ALERTING message, the call control entity of the MSC will send a corresponding ALERTING message to the mobile originating call and the `receive Alerting Message` will be invoked.
Figure 3.11: Mobile Originating Call Sequence Diagram (part2)
After sending the ALERTING message to the mobile originating side, the MSC receives a CONNECT message from the mobile terminating side. Once the MSC receives that, it will send a corresponding CONNECT message to the CC message proxy object, so the receive Call Connect operation will be invoked to indicate call acceptance by the terminating side. Also, the CC message proxy object invokes the send Connect Acknowledgment Message operation that sends the CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGMENT message to the MSC to acknowledge the offered connection [7], this sequence can be seen in events 16 and 17. More detailed information about these events’ operations and other sequence diagrams can be found in Appendices A.1 and A.2, respectively.

3.2.3 Mobile Terminating Call Realization

In this section, we present the mobile terminating call scenario realization that is represented by the Terminate MS Call Use Case in the Use Case Model.

In Figures 3.12 and 3.13, we illustrate the basic flow sequence diagram of the Terminate MS Call Use Case; it shows the participating objects and the sequence of messages or events with numbers on them. This sequence diagram interacts with the mobile originating call sequence diagram through the MSC to provide a complete scenario of UE - UE call and to load the MSC consequently.

This sequence diagram is triggered and started by receiving PAGING request message (RANAP message) from the MSC. In event 1 and 2, the call terminating controller object forwards that PAGING request to the paging controller object which communicate with the RANAP message proxy through perform Paging Request operation to understand the message elements. In event 3, once the call terminating controller is indicated that PAGING request message has been received, it will ask the Initial UE message controller object and the RANAP message proxy to initiate the first message to be sent to the MSC, then the RANAP message proxy invokes get Paging Response MM Part operation to ask the MM message to create
Figure 3.12: Mobile Terminating Call Sequence Diagram (part 1)
the PAGING response message (MM message). This message will be sent to the MSC to indicate that the required UE is located, the paging procedure is completed, and the MSC can start contacting that UE [6] [7]. As we mentioned before, this model provides the MM and CC message proxies to represent the UE or the mobile station.

In events 4 and 5, the sequence of messages represents the authentication operation that is required by the MM message proxy to authenticate the MSC and calculate ciphering key; through event 8, the call scenario receives the IMSI for the corresponding MM message proxy. Also events 7 and 8 illustrate the security mode command operation to extract the encryption information and the integrity protection information and to choose appropriate ciphering and integrity algorithms [6].

In events 9 and 10, the mobile terminating controller forwards a direct transfer message to the direct transfer controller which sends it to the RANAP message proxy, this message will be forwarded to the CC message proxy. The receive Setup Message operation will be invoked at the CC message proxy to indicate that it is a SETUP message; this message is sent by the MSC to initiate a mobile terminated call establishment. In this sequence, once the CC message proxy object receives the SETUP message, it will invoke the send Call Confirmed operation to prepare the CALL CONFIRM message; this message will be sent back to the MSC to indicate that the SETUP message has been received properly and the incoming call request has been confirmed [7].

In events 11 and 12, the RAB assignment controller object receives a RAB assignment request message which contains the radio access carrier information; a RAB assignment response message will be sent to MSC to confirm the radio configuration. In events 13 and 14, the mobile terminating controller object asks the RANAP and CC messaging proxies to generate an ALERTING message to be sent to the MSC; this message indicates that the alerting procedure has been
Figure 3.13: Mobile Terminating Call Sequence Diagram (part 2)

initiated at the terminating side. Based on that, the MSC sends an ALERTING message to CC message proxy object in the call originating sequence diagram as it is explained in Section 3.2.2.

In events 15 and 16, the CC message proxy object invokes the send Call Connect operation to prepare a CONNECT message and send it to the MSC; this message indicates that the call has been accepted at the called entity. Once the MSC receives this message, it will send a corresponding CONNECT message to CC message proxy object in the originating side which responds by sending back the CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGMENT. In event 17, the CC message proxy object
receives the CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGMENT message by invoking the receive Connect Acknowledgment Message which indicates that the CC message proxy has been awarded the call [7]. More detailed information about these events’ operations and other sequence diagrams are given in Appendices A.1 and A.2, respectively.

3.2.4 Traffic Handling Realization

The Handle Traffic and Distinguish Call Scenarios Use Cases plays an important role to handle the traffic in the Traffic Handler component.

The Distinguish Call Scenarios Use Case is realized through the the Distinguish Call Scenarios sequence diagram, this sequence is responsible for receiving the call scenario requests -that are forwarded by the RANAP Controller component- to deliver each of them to the right call scenario controller object to initiate the required call scenario or sequence, also for each new call scenario request, a connection ID will be generated to keep track of the call scenario messages. These call requests are originally initiated by the RanapSim Manager Actor.

The Handle Traffic Use Case is realized by two sequence diagrams one of them is the Transfer to Handler sequence diagram, this sequence is functioning to receive the signaling messages from the RANAP Controller component and forward them to the running call scenarios that are interacting with the MSC through the RANAP Controller component. These messages will be forwarded to the right destination based on the connection ID for each call scenario. The other sequence diagram which realizes the Handle Traffic Use Case is the Transfer to RANAP Controller sequence diagram, this sequence explain how the generated messages from the call scenarios can be forwarded to the RANAP Controller component through the traffic handler controller object.

In this section, we present the Distinguish Call Scenarios sequence diagram which is shown in Figure 3.14. In event 1, this sequence starts when the traffic handler controller object receives a call scenario request through the Call Scenario
Figure 3.14: Distinguish Call Scenarios Sequence Diagram
parameter, as explained in the diagram, the traffic handler controller object uses alternative combined fragments (switch condition provided by UML 2.0) to identify the received call scenario request [4], this switch condition provides blocks for different cases.

In the first block of the switch condition, the call Scenario will be checked whether the request is location update, if this the case, the location Update Request operation will be invoked to initiate the call and the generate Suggested Connection ID operation will be invoked to generate a new connection ID and connection ID state to be attached with all messages that are related to the initiated call scenario. The new connection ID is indicated by the SCCP Connection ID data element, and the new connection ID state is indicated by the SCCP Connection Id state data element which holds the "generated" state, more details will be given in Chapter 4.

The second block does the same for the mobile call originating, so if the request is to originate a call, the mobile originating call scenario will be triggered. In the third and forth blocks, we explain if the call scenario request is to disconnect the call on the mobile originating side or disconnect the call on the terminating side, consequently, a corresponding sequence diagram will be initiated to disconnect the call. Since the mobile terminating call is initiated by PAGING request message from the MSC, so there is no call scenario request indicates a block for the terminating call scenario. More detailed information about these events’ operations and other sequence diagrams for the Traffic Handler component can be found Appendices A.1 and A.2, respectively.

3.3 UML Class Diagram

This section describes the static structure of the Traffic Handler component by illustrating the class diagrams. In this context, a class diagram helps to understand the requirements of the Traffic Handler and to describe exactly how this component
works. Furthermore, a class diagram defines the relationships between classes and illustrates the structure of the model by using attributes, operations, signals, and interfaces. Also, it shows an inheritance hierarchy among classes [1].

In class diagrams, we use interfaces to facilitate the job and give more details about the classes’ relationships. Interfaces are model elements that define sets of operations that other classes must implement. We can use interfaces in class diagrams to specify a contract between the interface and the class that realizes the interface. Each interface specifies a well-defined set of operations that have public visibility. Those operations will be provided to another class through a dependency/use relationship [4]. In UML, we call this relationship between the interface and its implementing class interface realization relationship. In next sections we provide the class diagrams for the Traffic Handler component.

### 3.3.1 Location Update Class Diagram

We describe the class diagram for the location update call scenario that is provided by the Traffic Handler component, Figure 3.5 shows the UML representation for this class diagram.

The location update class diagram contains all classes that participate to generate the signaling messages for the location update call scenario, also it consists of some interfaces to handle and explain the relationships between the classes.

From the class diagram shown in Figure 3.5, the Location Update Controller class uses the IRanapProcedures_LocUpd Interface through a dependency/use relationship [4]. This interface is implemented through an interface realization relationship by the Direct Transfer Controller, Security Mode Controller, Common ID Controller, and Initial UE Message Controller classes. Those classes use the IRanapMessage_LocUpd Interface which is realized or implemented by the RANAP message proxy class, through this interface, the RANAP message proxy class is able to specify the required operations to provide them to other classes.
The RANAP message proxy class uses some operations from the Mobility Management message proxy class which provides these operations through the IMobManagement_LocUpd Interface. The RANAP message proxy class has an association/aggregation relationship [4] with the MM message proxy class with (1 - 0..1) multiplicity. In this context, this notation means that one object of the RANAP message proxy may have zero or one object of the MM message proxy. Based on the used RANAP procedure, some of the RANAP messages may have a MM message inside. More information about the Interfaces in this class diagram can be found in Appendix A.3.
3.3.2 Mobile Originating Call Class Diagram

The mobile originating call scenario is provided by the Traffic Handler component, and we have presented the classes and the Use Case realization of modeling this scenario. In this section, we present the class diagram for the mobile originating call scenario; Figure 3.16 shows the UML representation for the mobile originating call class diagram.

This class diagram consists of all classes that participate to originate a call and consequently generate a signaling traffic for this call scenario, also several UML interfaces and relationships have been used to show more details about the classes' communications. From what is shown in the class diagram; the main class for this scenario is the Call Originating Controller class which has a dependency/use relationship with the IRanapProcedures_MobOrig Interface to use the interface provided services. This interface is implemented through an interface realization relationship by the Direct Transfer Controller, Security Mode Controller, Common ID Controller, Initial UE Message Controller, RAB Assignment Controller, Iu Release Controller classes. Those classes are having some messaging data services through using the IRanapMessage Interface which is realized or implemented by the RANAP message proxy class, so the RANAP message proxy class specifies -using this interface- the required operations to provide.

The RANAP message proxy class interacts with the Mobility Management message proxy to use some operations that are provided by the MM message proxy class.

The IMobManagement_MobOrig Interface is implemented by the MM message proxy class through the interface realization relationship and used by the RANAP message proxy class through the dependency/use relationship. The same thing will be applied for services that are provided by the call control message proxy class to the RANAP message proxy class, the ICallControl_MobOrig Interface will be implemented by the CC message proxy class, and used by the RANAP message proxy class. 
Figure 3.16: Mobile Originating Call Class Diagram
class. The RANAP message proxy class has an association/aggregation relationship [4] with the MM message proxy classes with (1 - 0..1) multiplicity, the RANAP message proxy class also has the same relationship with CC message proxy class. The association/aggregation relationship for the RANAP message proxy class has been explained in the previous section. On the other hand, the CC and the MM messaging proxies' classes interacts with each other directly through the IStartTimer and the IReleaseMM Interfaces. More information about the Interfaces in this class diagram can be found in Appendix A.3.

### 3.3.3 Mobile Terminating Call Class Diagram

This section illustrates the class diagram for the mobile terminating call scenario; the class diagram for this call scenario is represented in Figure 3.17.

As described in the figure, the main controller class for this scenario is the Call Terminating Controller class that uses the IRanapProcedures.MobTerm Interface to interact with the Direct Transfer Controller, Security Mode Controller, Common ID Controller, Initial UE Message Controller, RAB Assignment Controller, Iu Release Controller, and Paging Controller classes; those classes also interact with the RANAP message proxy class through the IRanapMessage Interface, this interface provides all operations required by these RANAP procedures' classes.

In this class diagram, we illustrate that the RANAP message proxy class uses some operation that are provided by the MM message proxy class through the IMobManagement_MobTerm Interface, also the RANAP message proxy class interacts with the CC message proxy class through the ICallControl_MobTerm Interface. These two interfaces show exactly what the RANAP message proxy class needs from the MM and CC messaging proxies, in addition the RANAP message proxy class has two association/aggregation relationships with the MM and CC messaging proxies; these relationships are similar to the relationships that are explained in the Mobile Originating Call Class Diagram Section. More details about these interfaces can be
Figure 3.17: Mobile Terminating Call Class Diagram
found in Appendix A.3.

### 3.3.4 Traffic Handling Class Diagram

We describe the class diagram for the control functionality of the Traffic Handler component; Figure 3.18 shows the UML representation for this class diagram.

![Traffic Handling Class Diagram](image)

Figure 3.18: Traffic Handling Class Diagram

The class diagram shows the Traffic Handling Controller class uses services that are provided by the controllers' classes of the call scenarios through the \textit{ICallScenario} Interface; the Traffic Handling Controller class has a dependency/use relationship with this Interface as illustrated in this Figure. The \textit{ICallScenario} Interface is
realized by the Location Update Controller, Call Originating Controller, and Call Terminating Controller classes. On the other hand, the Traffic Handler Controller class implements the \textit{ITransferToHandler} Interface that is used by call scenarios controller classes.

### 3.3.5 Traffic Messaging Class Diagrams

The Traffic Handler component provides models for call scenarios to generate signaling traffic, the control classes for each call scenario model should interact with the messaging proxies' classes to handle the request and create the required message. Those messaging proxies are; the RANAP message proxy, the Mobility Management proxy, and the Call Control proxy classes. Next, we are going to present the class diagrams for those messages.

**RANAP Message**

The RANAP Message class diagram shows the several types of RANAP messages where each one is used for specific service; Figure 3.19 shows the UML representation for the RANAP message class diagram.

This class diagram shows different types of RANAP messages classes as \textit{Entity} classes, these classes are; Direct Transfer, Initial UE, Common ID, Security Mode Command, Security Mode Complete, RAB Assignment, Paging Request, as well as Iu Release messages' classes [6]. Each one of these classes has an \textit{association/composition} relationship with the RANAP message proxy class with \((1 - 0..1)\) multiplicity [4]. This relationship indicates that those messages classes always belong to the RANAP message proxy class. The multiplicity \((1 - 0..1)\) means that one object of the RANAP message proxy may own zero or one object of each type of the RANAP messages' objects. Through this relationship, the RANAP message proxy class is able to access the messages' classes through its operation. More information about these classes can be found in Appendix A.1.1.
Mobility Management Message

In this section, we illustrate the Mobility Management Message class diagram that shows different types of the Mobility Management messages, each one of these messages is utilized for a specific mobility service.

The Mobility Management Message class diagram is shown in Figure 3.20. In this class diagram, several **Entity** classes have been shown to represent several types of the Mobility Management messages, these classes are; Location Update Request/Accept/Reject, Authentication Request/Response/Reject, Connection Management Service Request/Accept/Reject, as well as Paging Response messages’ classes [7]. The Mobility Management message proxy class is shown as a central control class which is able to control and handle all mobility management requests through having access to all these messages’ classes; this access is achieved through
the association/composition relationship with (1 - 0..1) multiplicity [4].

This relationship indicates that the Mobility Management message proxy class always contains the mobility management messages classes, and the (1 - 0..1) multiplicity indicates that one object of the Mobility Management message proxy may own zero or one object of each type of the MM messages' objects. More information about these classes can be found in Appendix A.1.1.

**Call Control Message**

The Call Control Message class diagram shows all control and entity classes that cooperate to build the call control message; Figure 3.21 shows the UML representation for the Call Control message class diagram.
This class diagram shows several types of the call control messages classes which are modeled as *Entity* classes, these classes are: Alerting, Setup, Call Proceeding, Call Confirm, Call Connect, Connect Acknowledgment, Disconnect, Release, as well as Release Complete messages’ classes [7].

Each one of these classes has an *association/composition* relationship with the proxy class of the call control message with (1 - 0..1) multiplicity [4]. This relationship indicates that those messages classes always belong to the Call Control message proxy class and the (1 - 0..1) multiplicity means that one object of the call control message proxy may own zero or one object of each type of the call control messages’ objects. More information about these classes can be found in Appendix A.1.1.

By modeling the MM and the CC messaging in the Traffic Handler components, our models are able to provide the functional behavior of the UE device which
is necessary to generate the traffic to load the MSC.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we provided the UML Analysis Model for the Traffic Handler component. This model provides the logical implementation of the functional description for the Traffic Handler's Use Cases which are; Update Location, Originate MS Call, Terminate MS Call, Disconnect Originating Call, Disconnect Terminating Call, Distinguish Call Scenarios and Handle Traffic Use Cases.

To achieve that, we introduced the UML analysis classes for the messaging proxies and the call scenarios. Also, we described the Use Cases' realizations which are provided by the Traffic Handler component; the realization introduced all possible interactions and sequence flows that reflect the functional behavior of each Use Case. Furthermore, we also introduced all class diagrams that illustrate the structure of the Traffic Handler component by showing the component's classes, their attributes, and UML relationships between the classes.

Through the Analysis Model, the Radio Access Network Application Part (RANAP) protocol's procedures have been modeled, those procedures generate the radio access network messages in the IuCS Interface. Also, the mobile radio interface protocols in the UMTS network have been modeled, these protocols are the Mobility Management and the Call Control protocols which are responsible for representing the UE calls' scenarios. For the Traffic Handler component, all UML diagrams and other modeling details have been checked by a committee of senior software engineers at Ericsson Research Canada through an internal formal check process [50], where they evaluate the correctness of technical contents of the design based on the standard specification. In next chapter, we are going to introduce the detailed modeling of the RANAP and SCCP Controllers.
Chapter 4

RANAP and SCCP Controllers

In this chapter, we introduce detailed modeling for the RANAP Controller component, this component controls and handles all interactions between the RanapSim components. We also present the modeling of the SCCP Interface Controller component which provides a connectivity functionality between the RanapSim traffic generator and the CPP platform.

4.1 RANAP Controller

This section presents a detailed model for the RANAP Controller component which is the main controller in the traffic generator design. The RANAP Controller is responsible for controlling all interactions between the Traffic Handler and the SCCP Interface Controller components. The RANAP Controller handle all requests from the RanapSim Manager which is represented as an Actor in this model; this component is realized in the Use Case Model through the Attach SCCP, Detach SCCP, Check SCCP Service, Forward Call Scenario Messages and Forward CPP Response Messages Use Cases. In this section, we present the UML Analysis Model for the RANAP Controller component.
4.1.1 UML Analysis Classes

In this section, we are going to introduce the analysis classes for RANAP Controller component that cooperate to achieve the main objectives of this component. In UML, the instantiated objects of these classes are used to build the interaction diagrams [4].

**RANAP Interface Controller Class**

The *Ranap Interface Controller* Class is the main control class of the RANAP Controller component.

![Ranap Interface Controller Class Diagram](image)

Figure 4.1: RANAP Interface Controller Class

Figure 4.1 shows the UML representation for the *Ranap Interface Controller* class, this class interacts with the *Traffic Handling Controller* class and the *SCCP Interface Controller* class to distribute messages between them and route the received message to the right destination. Also, this class is responsible for handling requests from the *Ranap Interface Form* class. The class’s responsibilities are provided by its operations, one of these operations is the *message Forward* operation; this operation is used by the *Traffic Handling Controller* and the *SCCP Interface Controller* classes to transfer the RANAP message to the *Ranap Interface Controller* class. This class also provides the *secp Service Is Attached* and the *call Scenario* data members which are used by some operations for the interaction diagrams. More details about these class’s operations and data elements can be found in Appendix A.1.3.
RANAP Interface Form Class

The *Ranap Interface Form* Class is a *boundary* class that is used to model interaction between the RanapSim Manager Actor and the *RANAP Interface Controller* class. This Actor can only communicate with the *Ranap Interface Form* class, the class UML representation is shown in Figure 4.2.

![UML diagram](image)

Figure 4.2: RANAP Interface Form Class

This class is responsible for handling all communications with the RanapSim Manager, so it cooperates with *Ranap Interface Controller* class to forward the Manager’s commands to the proper destination. On the other hand, this class forwards all generated traffic messages to the RanapSim Manager for following up purposes. More details about these class’s operations and data elements can be found in Appendix A.1.3.

4.1.2 UML Use-case Realization

In this model, we provide five sequence diagrams that realize the functional behavior for the Use Cases that represent the RANAP Controller in the Use Case Model.

These sequence diagrams explain the main interactions for this component to achieve its responsibilities, some of these sequence diagrams are; *Attach SCCP* and *Detach SCCP* sequence diagrams, these sequences work to handle the manager commands to attach or detach the SCCP Interface connection on the CPP platform which is represented as an Actor in the model, more information about these tasks will be explained in sequence diagrams in Section 4.1.2. The *Call Scenario Commands* is another sequence diagram that is provided by this model, this sequence is
responsible for handling the call scenario commands that are issued by the Manager by forwarding them to *Traffic Handler Controller* class in order to initiate the corresponding call scenario for each command. More information about those sequence diagrams is given in Appendix A.2.

Next, we are going to present the sequence diagrams for the *Forward Call Scenario Messages* and the *Forward CPP Response Messages* Use Cases.

**Forward Call Scenario Messages**

Figure 4.3 shows the *Forward Call Scenario Messages* sequence diagram.

![Forward Call Scenario Messages Sequence Diagram](image)

Figure 4.3: Forward Call Scenario Messages Sequence Diagram

The main objective of this sequence is to forward and transfer the generated call scenarios' messages from traffic handler controller object to other classes. The sequence is initiated in event 1 when the traffic handler controller object receives a generated message from a call scenario through the *transfer Message To Handler*
operation, this message is a RANAP message that may contain a MM or CC message inside. In event 2, the message will be forwarded to the RANAP Interface Controller object which forwards the message in parallel to the SCCP Interface Controller object -using transfer Message To Scxp operation- and to the RANAP Interface Form object in order to forward it to the RanapSim Manager. Furthermore, the RANAP Interface Controller object uses the parallel combined fragments technique from UML 2.0 to indicate the parallel forwarding messages [4]. More detailed information about these events’ operations can be found Appendix A.1.

Forward CPP Response Messages

Figure 4.4: Forward CPP Response Messages Sequence Diagram

Figure 4.4 shows the Forward CPP Response Messages sequence diagram. This sequence is initiated in event 1 when the SCCP Interface Controller object receives a message from the CPP platform through the transfer CPP Message operation, this message is a RANAP message (it may contains MM or CC message) that comes
from the MSC server through the CPP platform. In event 2, the received message will be delivered to the Ranap Interface Controller object which uses the parallel combined fragment technique to forward the message to other objects. This message will be forwarded to the traffic handler controller object in order to transfer it to the corresponding call scenario control class, in parallel with this, the message will be forwarded to the Ranap Interface Form object in order to be sent to the RanapSim Manager. More detailed information about these events' operations can be found in Appendix A.1.

4.1.3 UML Class Diagram

In this section, we illustrate the class diagram for the RANAP Controller component’s functionality; Figure 4.5 shows the UML representation for this class diagram.

The class diagram shows the main control classes in the RanapSim Model, it illustrates that the RANAP Interface Controller class has many relationships with other several classes in the model.

The Ranap Interface Controller class uses the IRanapForm Interface that allows it to interact with the Ranap Interface Form class; this interface is implemented by the Ranap Interface Form class through the interface realization relationship and used through the dependency/use relationship [4]. On the other hand, the Ranap Interface Form class is able to access some operations through the IRanapController Interface which is implemented by the Ranap Interface Controller class.

Furthermore, the Ranap Interface Controller class uses the ISCCP Interface; this interface provides a set of operations that are implemented by the SCCP Interface Controller class, also this class is uses the ITransferMessage Interface which is implemented by the Ranap Interface Controller class. Those interfaces allow the Ranap Interface Controller class to cooperate with the SCCP Interface Controller class in order to interact with the CPP platform and consequently to interact with
the MSC server. On the other hand, the Traffic Handling Controller class implements the ITrafficHandler Interface which provides a set of operations that can be used by the Ranap Interface Controller class. More information about the Interfaces can be found in Appendix A.3.
4.2 SCCP Interface Controller

This section provides a detailed explanation for the SCCP Interface Controller component modeling. The SCCP Interface Controller interacts with the CPP platform through the SCCP protocol to control the call scenarios connections, also this controller exchanges messages with the CPP platform through SCCP interfaces, these messages will be routed by the CPP to the MSC server.

Several protocols provided by CPP platform to interact with, and for each protocol there are many interfaces to communicate with. As we have explained in the methodology section, we deal with the CPP platform through through the SCCP protocol using two interfaces [5], these interface are:

- The Control plane interface, also called the SCCP Access Point Facade Interface (SCCPApfi). This interface should be attached before using its service through calling a C function that goes to the CPP. CPP platform provides the CpxSccpApAttachP class to facilitate the communication with this interface.

- The user plane interface, also called the SCCP Interface (SCCI). This interface requires establishing a connection with the SCCP Access Point in the CPP, this connection can be called SCCP connection and each call scenario should have an established SCCP connection to start transferring data using this interface. This interface provides a connection-oriented data transfer. CPP platform provides the CpxScciP class to facilitate the communication with this interface.

This component is realized by the Use Case Model through the Control CPP Interfacing, Disconnect SCCP Connection, Setup SCCPApfi Service, and Release SCCPApfi Service Use Cases. In this section, we present the UML Analysis Model for the SCCP Interface Controller component.
4.2.1 UML Analysis Classes

In this section, we are going to introduce the analysis classes for the SCCP Interface Controller component that cooperate with other classes in the components' interactions to provide the CPP interfacing functionality.

SCCP Interface Controller Class

The SCCP Interface Controller Class is the main control class of the SCCP Interface Controller component.

Figure 4.6 shows the UML representation for this class, it illustrates all operation and data members that are provided by the class, these data members have corresponding and similar data members in the CpxScciP library that is provided by the CPP platform [5].

In this class, we have the CelloScci_CalledAddress and CelloScci_CallingAddress data members that imply the destination or originating SCCP node, also the CelloScci_ConnectionId data member identifies the SCCP connections for several call scenarios. This class provides the CelloScci_UserData data member that implies the data to be transferred over the SCCP connection (which is the RANAP message in our case). The SCCP Interface Controller class is responsible for (1) handling all
interactions with the CPP platform, (2) providing data transfer functionalities, and (3) controlling the SCCP interfaces. More details about these class’s operations and data elements can be found in Appendix A.1.3.

**CPP System**

The *CPP System* is a *boundary* class that handles and facilitates the communication with the CPP platform. The *SCCP Interface Controller* class can only communicate with the *CPP System* class in order to interact with the CPP platform.

![CPPSystem Class Diagram](image)

Figure 4.7: CPPSystem Class

Figure 4.7 shows the UML representation for the *CPP System* class, also it shows the class data members’ *attachRef*, *clientID*, and *signalID*, all these data members have similar and corresponding in the *CpxScciApfiProxy* library that is provided by the CPP platform [5], these data members are used to attach and detach the SCCPApfi interface. This class cooperates with other classes to perform the attachment and detachment operations with the CPP, forward the SCCP messages’ frames from/to the CPP, and handle the SCCP connections. More details about these class’s operations and data elements can be found in Appendix A.1.3.
4.2.2 UML Use-Case Realization

In this model, we provide four sequence diagrams that realize the functional behavior for the Use Cases that represent the SCCP Interface Controller in the Use Case Model. Next, we are going to describe the sequence diagrams for the Control CPP Interfacing, Setup SCCPApfi Service Use Cases.

Setup SCCPApfi Service

In this sequence, we illustrate the interaction messages with the CPP platform to attach the SccpApfi Interface which is a prerequisite to communicate with the CPP platform. The CpxScsiApfiAttachP object will be included to participate with the interacting objects.

Figure 4.8 shows the Setup SCCPApfi Service sequence diagram. This sequence starts in event 1 when the SCCP Interface Controller object receives a request to attach the SccpApfi interface, this request is received through the attach Sccp Service operation which is initiated originally by the RanapSim Manager. Afterward, the request will be forwarded to the CPP System object which invokes the attach To Service Req operation from the CpxSccpApfiAttachP.

Upon receiving this request, the CpxScsiApfiAttachP object asks the CPP platform to attach the SccpApfi through the CelloSccpApfi_attachToServiceReq operation [5]. Once the interface is attached properly, the CpxScsiApfiAttachP object receives an attachment confirmation message from the CPP platform, this message allows the CPP System and the SCCP Interface Controller objects to start communication with the CPP. More detailed information about these events’ operations can be found in Appendices A.1 and A.4.

Control CPP Interfacing

This sequence illustrates the basic flow that realizes the interfacing functionality with the CPP platform’s interfaces. The CPP platform presents the SCCP
Interface (SCCI) which provides the Connection-Oriented data transfer service that is given by SCCP protocol procedures [14]. The Connection-Oriented data transfer procedure divided into phases which are; the connection establishment phase, the data transfer phase, and the connection release phase, these phases will be followed to exchange data with the CPP platform.

In this sequence, we are making use of the SCCP Interface (SCCI) through including the CpxScceI library. In addition, the CpxScceI library participates to facilitate interactions with the CPP.

Figure 4.9 and 4.10 present the basic flow for communicating with the CPP platform to establish an SCCP connection and transfer data to/from the CPP. The sequence starts when the SCCP Interface Controller is triggered by the transfer Message To SCCP operation, this operation transfers the User Data element that
implies the RANAP message, the *SCCP Connection ID* that identifies the call scenario, and the *SCCP Connection ID State* that indicates the state of the connection. As explained in the diagram, the *SCCP Interface Controller* object uses *alternative combined fragments* (provided by UML 2.0) to identify which block to execute for the received message [4]. This conditional fragment divides the sequence diagram into conditional blocks, each block’s condition is evaluated based on the value of the *SCCP Connection ID State* data member which has been explained in details in Section 3.1.2.

The first block evaluates if the *SCCP Connection ID State* is *generated*, this
state indicates that the received message is the first message for a corresponding call scenario and the SCCP connection is not establish yet with the CPP. So, the SCCP Interface Controller object asks the CPP System to establish a connection through the start CPP Connect Req operation, by receiving this request; the CPP System invokes the connect Request operation from the CpxScciP object. By invoking the CelloScci.connectReq.e, the CpxScciP object requests the CPP to establish a connection through the SCCI interface for the corresponding call scenario [5]. If the SCCP connection is established, the confirmation message will be received to indicate a successful case. Once the SCCP connection is established, the SCCP Interface Controller object changes the SCCP Connection ID State to "connected" and invokes the transfer Message To SCCP operation. The second block checks whether the SCCP Connection ID State is "disconnected", if this is the case, the SCCP Connection Is Disconnected operation will be invoked to indicate the situation.

The third block will be taken whether the SCCP connection is established and the SCCP Connection ID State is "connected". If this is the case, then the received message will be transferred through the start CPP data Request operation to the CPP System. Once the CPP System receives this message, it asks the CpxScciP object to transfer the data to the CPP platform through the CelloScci.dataReq.e operation. The transferred data is the SCCP message that contains the RANAP message portion and most likely the mobility management or the call control message portion [15]. Once the CPP receives the message, it forwards it to the MSC where the processing of the message and the message response will be performed. Once the MSC process the message, it transfers its response message to the CPP platform which forwards the message to the CPP System through the CpxScciP object. By having this sequence, we achieve the connectivity functionality to the CPP and consequently to the MSC server.
The forth block checks whether the SCCP connection state is "to be disconnected", if this is the case, the SCCP connection disconnection sequence diagram shall be started for the corresponding call scenario. The "to be disconnected" state is originally set by the call disconnection sequence diagrams in the Traffic Handler component.

The Detach SCCPAppf Service is another sequence diagram provided by the Detach SCCPAppf Service Use Case, it illustrates a sequence of messages to detach the SccpApfi interface. No more SCCP services will be provided after detaching this interface. The Disconnect SCCP connection is another sequence diagram that works to disconnect the SCCP connection for a corresponding call scenario at the SCCI interface. No more SCCP services will be provided for that call scenario after that. More detailed information about these events’ operations and sequence diagrams can be found in Appendices A.1, A.2, and A.4.
4.2.3 UML Class Diagram

This section describes the class diagram for the interfacing functionality with the CPP platform through the SCCP protocol. Figure 4.11 shows the UML representation for this class diagram.

The class diagram shows all classes that participate to communicate and interact with the CPP platform. It shows the SCCP Interface Controller, the CPP System, and the CPP library classes and how they cooperate through UML relationships. The SCCP Interface Controller class is associated with the CPP System class through the ICPPSystem interface, where the SCCP Interface Controller has an association relationship with (1 - 0..*) multiplicity [4]. This notation means that one object of the CPP System is associated with one or many objects of the SCCP
Interface Controller.

The SCCP Interface Controller class uses services from the ICPPSystem interface which is implemented by the CPP System class. In the same way, the CPP System uses the ISCCPwithCPP interface which is implemented by the SCCP Interface Controller. Furthermore, the CPP System class implements the ICPPwithCpx interface to provide services for the CPP library classes which are the CpxSccpApfiAttachP and the CpxScCiP classes, in the same way, these classes implement the ICpxSccpApfi and ICpxScCi interfaces respectively to be used by CPP System class in order to communicate with the CPP platform. More information about Interfaces and classes can be found in Appendices A.1, A.3, and A.4.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, we modeled the functional behavior of the RANAP Controller and the SCCP Interface Controller components through the UML Analysis Model. We provided the UML logical implementation for the RANAP Controller component which behaves as the main coordinator for all interactions that occur in the RanapSim system. On the other hand, we modeled the SCCP Interface Controller component that handles the CPP platform interfacing through the SCCP protocol, as a consequence of this, the RanapSim components will be able to communicate with the MSC server.

In the UML Analysis Model for those two components, we identified the analysis classes and built the Use Cases’ realizations that illustrate all possible interactions that reflect the functional behavior of each Use Case. In addition, we presented all class diagrams that show the structure of the provided model. The correctness of the RANAP Controller and the SCCP Interface Controller components’ models has been checked through the formal check process at Ericsson [50].
Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we presented a model for a Traffic Generator to load the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) by generating the control plane traffic (signalling) on the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), the traffic generator model can be used for the MSC load testing applications. We proposed high level analysis and design for the Radio Access Network Application Part (RANAP), the Mobility Management, the Call Control protocols for the Circuit-Switched network.

We have modeled the RanapSim Traffic Generator that provides the functional behavior of the RANAP, the MM, and the CC protocols to generate traffic on the IuCS interface between the RNC and the MSC. Most of the traffic generator models -that are used for the same purpose- provide a solution by modeling the whole UTRAN components' protocols to generate traffic towards the MSC. Based on this fact and based on our technique of modeling, we can say that the RanapSim model is an efficient solution to generate traffic towards the MSC server.

We provided a UML Use Case Model which describes the RanapSim functional requirements in terms of Use Cases; the Use Case Model illustrates the main specifications and the functional behavior of the proposed traffic generator. Furthermore,
we provided a UML Analysis Model which describes the structure of the RanapSim system, in this model, we identified the analysis classes, illustrated the sequence diagrams, and built the class diagrams that provide the RanapSim’s logical implementation of the functional requirements that we identified in the Use Case Model. The RanapSim traffic generator models have been checked through a process called formal check, this process is used to evaluate the correctness for technical contents for any design at Ericsson.

In terms of functionalities, the RanapSim provides models for many call scenarios that represents the mobile station. These call scenarios are; Location Update, Mobile Originating Call, Mobile Terminating Call, and Call Disconnect. Through these call scenarios, the signaling traffic can be generated to load the MSC in order to measure the performance of the MSC; this traffic generator is not intended for verifying the actual MSC design functionality.

Furthermore, we modeled the RANAP protocol’s procedures that have been used to handle the call scenarios messages and to generate the RANAP messages. Also, those procedures’ models have been used to represent the radio access network signalling part of the RNC server. The RANAP procedures that have been modeled are; Paging functionality, Radio Access Bearer (RAB) Management, UE-CN direct transfer, Security Mode Control, Initial UE Message, Iu Release, as well as Common ID.

Finally, the RanapSim Traffic Generator has been modeled based on the CPP platform specification through the SCCP protocol. This platform provides two functionalities; the protocol transport functionality which has been utilized in this model to communicate with the MSC, and the execution functionality which can be utilized to execute the real implementation of this model.
5.2 Future Work

As a future work, the real implementation for the RanapSim Traffic generator models can be done by making use of the UML Use Case and Analysis Models that have been provided in this thesis. The models implementation shall present the RanapSim Tool that can be used for the MSC load testing. In the real implementation, traffic consists of many test cases that can be generated out of location update, mobile originating, or mobile terminating call scenarios models; by generating test cases, we can make sure that the MSC will be properly loaded. Besides, the RanapSim Tool should have the RanapSim Manager, Server, GUI, and CLI components implemented.

Furthermore, this traffic generator can be modeled using the executable UML, the resulting model using this language is composed by a set of modeling elements which are: domain chart, class diagram, action language, and statechart diagram [4].

In addition, as a future work, more mobile call scenarios can be modeled using the call control and the mobility management protocols’ models; the Call Forwarding and Call Waiting are examples of other mobile call scenarios that can be modeled and integrated easily within the RanapSim system.

The traffic generation models that are proposed in this thesis handle the traffic of a Radio Network Controller (RNC) that is communicating with one MSC server. As a future work, the traffic distribution in a multi-processor application can be modeled to generate traffic similar to multiple RNCs traffic to have extremely high traffic load generation.

Finally, as a future work, it is possible to reuse some of the modeled components to model a traffic generator to load the Service GPRS Support Node (SGSN). Generating SGSN call scenarios will require models for the GPRS Mobility Management protocol and the GPRS Session Management protocol; these protocols will be carried through the RANAP protocol and the call connections can be handled through the SCCP protocols. Based on that, many components from the RanapSim
model can be reused for this purpose such as; the SCCP Interface Controller and the RANAP Controller.
Appendix A

A.1 UML Analysis Classes

The UML Analysis Classes for the RanapSim Model are illustrated in this section, the following are the analysis classes with their operations and data elements for the messaging proxies’ classes:

A.1.1 Messaging Proxies Classes

*RanapMessageProxy*

Figure A.1 shows the UML representation for this class.

![RANAP Message Proxy Class](image)

Figure A.1: RANAP Message Proxy Class
operations for RanapMessageProxy:

RanapMessageProxy::getUeMessageRanapPart

Operation Parameters: requestType; specifies which call scenario is required. The requestType could be location update request, CM service request, or paging response.

Possible return messages: InitialUeMessage

The purpose of the Initial UE Message procedure is to establish an Iu signaling connection between the MSC domain and the RNC -for specific UE- and to transfer the initial NAS-PDU message to the MSC. The InitialUEMessageController object will call this operation to get an Initial UE message for certain call scenario specified in the requestType. Based on the requestType, this operation will invoke an appropriate operation in the MM proxy to get the proper NAS-PDU message. Upon receiving the NAS-PDU message (MM), this operation will initiate the InitialUeMessage (RANAP) by adding other data fields such as; LAI, SAI, and Iu signaling connection Identifier.

RanapMessageProxy::getDirectTransferResponse

Operation Parameters: UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.

Possible return messages: DirectTransferMessage

The DirectTransferController object will call this operation to get the response of the direct transfer request which will usually carry the NAS-PDU message (e.g., CC or MM). The purpose of the Direct Transfer procedure is to carry UE-MSC signalling messages over the Iu Interface. The UE-MSC signalling messages are not interpreted by the RNC. The UE-MSC signalling messages are transported as a parameter in the Direct Transfer messages. The UE side is represented by the MM
message proxy or the CC message proxy.

RanapMessageProxy::getDirectTransferRequest

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return messages:** `DirectTransferMessage`

The `DirectTransferController` object will call this operation to create direct transfer message request that will carry a CC message to start a call control procedure such as; call setup, call connect, or call alerting. `typeOfCcService` parameter will be passed-through this operation- to the getCcPart operation.

RanapMessageProxy::performSecModeCommad

**Operation Parameters:** UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.

**Possible return messages:** `SecurityModeCompleteMessage`

The `SecurityModeController` object will call this operation. This operation carries the Security Mode Command to the RANAP Message Proxy to decode the message and generate the appropriate response. For more information, see the `getSecurityModeComplete` operation described next.

RanapMessageProxy::getSecurityModeComplete

**Operation Parameters:** UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.

**Possible return messages:** `SecurityModeCompleteMessage`

This operation will be called by the class’s object itself to perform the security mode complete procedure which is a RANAP procedure. This operation responds to the `SecurityModeCommandMessage` by extracting the Encryption Information IE and the Integrity Protection Information IE, then choosing appropriate ciphering and
integrity alternative algorithms. When the integrity and the ciphering configuration are successfully chosen for the radio interface procedure, the object of this class shall return a SECURITY MODE COMPLETE message to the caller in order to send it to the MSC.

RanapMessageProxy::performCommonIDonRanap

Operation Parameters: UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.
Possible return messages: None

The CommonIDController object will call this operation to forward the Common ID message to the RANAP Proxy object, and to perform the Common ID procedure there. In real life, the purpose of the Common ID procedure is to inform the RNC about the permanent NAS UE Identity (i.e., IMSI) of a user. This is used by the RNC to create a reference between the permanent NAS UE identity of the user and the RRC connection of that user for RNC paging procedure. This operation will save the received "IMSI" in the CommonIMessage object, in order to use it for other operations for that UE or user. We call this operation of attaching the "IMSI" to the UE, Location Update - IMSI attach.

RanapMessageProxy::receiveRanapPart

Operation Parameters: UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.
Possible return messages: None

The DirectTransferController object will call this operation to forward the received RANAP message to the RANAP proxy only, without expecting any return message.

RanapMessageProxy::receiveRABAssignmentRequest
Operation Parameters: *UserData*; points to the RANAP actual message.

Possible return messages: *RABAssignmentRespMessage*

The *RABAssignmentController* object will call this operation to handle this request. This operation will check the *messageType* to recognize the message. Based on the message type it call an appropriate operation to perform the RAB Assignment procedure and generate the response. Also, this request contains the list of RABs to be established or modified. In this case the *getRABAssignmentResponse* operation will be called.

**RanapMessageProxy::getRABAssignmentResponse**

Operation Parameters: *UserData*; points to the RANAP actual message.

Possible return messages: *RABAssignmentRespMessage*

The *receiveRABAssignmentRequest* operation will call this operation, which will forward the RAB list to be established or modified. This operation will generate the *RABAssignmentRespMessage* -which will confirm the RAB request that comes from the MSC- and send the established/modified RAB ID to the MSC. This operation will simulate that the RABs are established by the RNC for a given UE; this operation will be understood by the MSC.

**RanapMessageProxy::performPagingRequest**

Operation Parameters: *UserData*; points to the RANAP actual message.

Possible return messages: TRUE when the paging request received successfully, or FALSE if not.

The purpose of the Paging procedure is to enable the MSC to request the RNC to contact that UE. Normally, the MSC will initiate the procedure by sending *pagingRequestMessage*. The paging message shall contain various IEs such as; IMSI,
TMSI, paging area, and others. Based on the message received, the RNC will send broadcast or uni-cast message to find the needed UE. This operation will receive the paging request, save some of the IEs that could be needed in the paging response message, and return "True" to the operation initiator to initiate the Paging response message. In this case, the initiator will be the CallTerminatingController object. The Paging request is a RANAP message, but the Paging response is an MM message.

**RanapMessageProxy::performIuReleaseCommand**

**Operation Parameters:** UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.

**Possible return messages:** IuReleaseCompleteMessage

For more details, see next operation.

**RanapMessageProxy::performIuReleaseComplete**

**Operation Parameters:** UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.

**Possible return messages:** IuReleaseCompleteMessage

The purpose of the Iu Release procedure is to enable the MSC to release an Iu connection and all RNC resources related only to that Iu connection. The Iu Release procedure will be initiated when the transaction between the UE and the MSC get completed. Also, the Iu Release procedure is initiated for other reasons, not important for our system. The IuReleaseController object will invoke the performIuReleaseCommand operation. This operation will carry the IuReleaseCommandMessage to the RANAP Message Proxy to release the Iu signaling connection for the corresponding UE. While invoking this operation, the performIuReleaseComplete will be invoked to perform the release and generate an appropriate response to send back to
the initiator. The `performIuReleaseCommand` will get the `IuReleaseCompleteMessage` and send it to its initiator in order to send that to the MSC.

![Diagram of Ranap Message Proxy's Entity Classes]

Figure A.2 shows the Entity classes located in the `RanapMessageProxy` class.
**MobilityManagementMessageProxy**

This class works as an agent or proxy for receiving, decoding, preparing, and forwarding various Mobility Management (MM) messages. Figure A.3 shows the UML representation for this class.

Class Data Members: T3230; this is a timer which is started by the Mobility Management Message Proxy when the CmServiceReqMessage is sent, and stopped when the CmServiceAcceptMessage or the CmServiceRejMessage is received.

![UML Diagram]

Figure A.3: Mobility Management Message Proxy Class

operations:

**MobilityManagementMessageProxy::getLocUpdReqMmPart**

Operation Parameters: NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.
**Possible return messages:** LocationUpdateReqMessage

The RanapMessageProxy object will call this operation. The normal location updating procedure is used to update the registration of the actual Location Area of a mobile station in the network. The location updating type information element in the LocationUpdateReqMessage shall indicate the IMSI attach. This operation will be responsible for assigning values to the IEs in the LocationUpdateReqMessage such as; the locationUpdatingRequestMessageType, LAI, protocolDiscriminator, and others. The return message from this operation will be sent through the Initial UE Message to the MSC to start the location update procedure.

**MobilityManagementMessageProxy::getMmResponse**

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** Mobility Management message response

The RanapMessageProxy object will call this operation. This operation will carry the MM message (request), invoke an appropriate operation to get response, and return the response back to the initiator. In this case, the getMmResponse will carry the authenticationReqMessage -coming from the MSC- and will return back either the authenticationResMessage or the authenticationRejMessage.

**MobilityManagementMessageProxy::authenticationReaction**

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** authenticationResMessage or authenticationRejMessage.

The MM message proxy object will recognize the authenticationReqMessage by
checking the messageType, after that it will invoke the authenticationReaction to accept or reject the authentication procedure. The purpose of the authenticationReaction operation is to permit the network to check whether the identity provided by the mobile station is acceptable or not. Also, this will allow the network to provide parameters enabling the mobile station to calculate a new UMTS ciphering and integrity keys. Furthermore, this operation permits the mobile station to authenticate the network.

After calculating the ciphering integrity keys properly, the authenticationReaction will return back the authenticationResMessage to indicate the acceptance or the authenticationRejMessage to indicate the rejection. Since we are concentrating on traffic generation, we will indicate acceptance all the time unless the case requires rejection.

MobilityManagementMessageProxy::receiveLocationUpdateAccept

Operation Parameters: NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

Possible return messages: None

For more details, see next operation.

MobilityManagementMessageProxy::receiveLocationUpdateRej

Operation Parameters: NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

Possible return messages: None

The RanapMessageProxy will forward the MM message to the MobilityManagementMessageProxy object. This object will check the value of the messageType as follows:
If the `messageType = "xx00 0010"`

This means that the MM message is `LocationUpdateAcceptMessage`. So, the `receiveLocationUpdateAccept` operation will be invoked to indicate that the IMSI is activated in the network and to store the received location area identification (LAI).

If the `messageType = "xx00 0100"`

This means that the MM message is `LocationUpdateRejMessage`. So, the `receiveLocationUpdateRej` operation will be invoked to indicate that the IMSI is not activated in the network and to store the received rejectCause.

**MobilityManagementMessageProxy::getCmServiceReqMmPart**

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return messages:** `CmServiceReqMessage`

The `RanapMessageProxy` object will call this operation. This operation will generate the `CmServiceReqMessage` and return it back to the initiator. This message will be carried by the Initial UE Message (RANAP Message) in order to establish MM connection in the MSC side. The `CmServiceReqMessage` is the first message in the call originating scenario. While the execution of this operation, the timers T3230 (MM timer) and T303 (CC timer) shall be started.

**MobilityManagementMessageProxy::performCmServiceAccepted**

**Operation Parameters:** `NAS-PDU`; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** None

For more details, see next operation.

**MobilityManagementMessageProxy::performCmServiceRejected**
**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** None

The RanapMessageProxy will forward the MM message to the MobilityManagementMessageProxy object. This object will check the value of the messageType as follows:

- If the `messageType = "xx10 0001"`
  This means that the MM message is CmServiceAcceptMessage. So, the performCmServiceAccepted operation will be invoked to indicate that the CM service request is accepted and the MM connection has been established. Timer T3230 shall be stopped.

- If the `messageType = "xx10 0010"`
  This means that the MM message is CmServiceRejMessage. So, the performCmServiceRejected operation will be invoked to indicate that the CM service request can not be accepted. Timer T3230 shall be stopped.

**MobilityManagementMessageProxy::receiveMmPart**

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** None

The RanapMessageProxy object will call this operation. This operation will carry the MM message, and invoke an appropriate operation to receive the MM message without returning any response back to the initiator. The receiveMmPart will carry various messages such as; CmServiceAcceptMessage, CmServiceRejMessage, LocationUpdateAcceptMessage, or LocationUpdateRejMessage.
Operation Parameters: UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.
Possible return messages: PagingResponseMessage

At reception of a pagingRequestMessage (RANAP message) from the MSC, the RanapMessageProxy will invoke this operation from the MM message proxy. The getPagingResponseMmPart will create a PagingResponseMessage (MM message) as a response to the paging request message. The PagingResponseMessage shall be sent to the MSC to indicate that the required UE is located, the paging procedure is completed, and the MSC can start contact that UE. In our model, this UE represent the MS call terminating entity. The PagingResponseMessage will be the first message sent from the MS call terminating entity.

MobilityManagementMessageProxy::releaseMMconnection

Operation Parameters: None
Possible return messages: None

When the CC proxy receives a ReleaseMessage, it will also ask the MM proxy -through releaseMMconnection operation- to release the Mobility management resources to complete the release procedure at the UE side.

MobilityManagementMessageProxy::startTimer

Operation Parameters: timerId; indicates the timer identity
Possible return messages: Boolean

This operation shall be invoked when the MM message proxy requires to start a timer which belongs to the Mobility Management procedures.
MobilityManagementMessageProxy::stopTimer

**Operation Parameters:** timerId; indicates the timer identity

**Possible return messages:** Boolean

This operation shall be invoked when the MM message proxy requires to stop a timer which belongs to the Mobility Management procedures.
Figure A.4: Mobility Management Message Proxy’s Entity Classes

Figure A.4 shows the Entity classes located in the MobilityManagementMessageProxy class.
CallControlMessageProxy

This class works as an agent or proxy for receiving, decoding, preparing, and forwarding various Call Control (CC) messages. Figure A.5 shows the UML representation for this class.

![UML Diagram for CallControlMessageProxy]

Figure A.5: Call Control Message Proxy Class

**Class Data Members**

T303: this is a timer which is started by the Call Control Message Proxy (originating side) when the CmServiceReqMessage is sent to establish a mobile originating MM connection, and stopped when the CallProceedingMessage is received.

T310: this is a timer which is started by the Call Control Message Proxy (originating side) when the CallProceedingMessage is received at the MS call originating entity, and stopped after the MS call originating entity receives a CallConnectMessage and send ConnectAckMessage.
T313: this is a timer which is started by the Call Control Message Proxy (terminating side) when the CallConnectMessage is sent from the MS call terminating entity, and stopped after the MS call terminating entity receives a ConnectAckMessage.

operations for CallControlMessageProxy:

CallControlMessageProxy::getCcPart

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message. typeOfCcService; indicates type of service that the CC proxy should provide.

**Possible return messages:** Call Control message response
The RanapMessageProxy object will call this operation. This operation carries -as a parameter- the CC message or/and typeOfCcService, to indicate the CC proxy which operation need to be performed, and return the response back to the initiator -if applicable-. Based on the parameters of this operation (CC message and typeOfCcService), and based on which entity this operation shall be performed (originating or terminating entity), the CC message proxy will perform the proper operation.

CallControlMessageProxy::prepareSetupMessage

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return messages:** SetupMessage
The CallControlMessageProxy object (at the MS call originating entity) will call this operation. This operation will prepare the SetupMessage which shall contain all the information required by the MSC to process the call. In particular, the SetupMessage shall contain the calling and the called party addresses information.
Also, the SetupMessage initiates a mobile originating call establishment.

**CallControlMessageProxy::receiveSetupMessage**

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** None

Upon completion of the MM connection (for the terminating side), the call control entity of the MSC shall send a SetupMessage to its peer entity (CC) at the MS call terminating entity. The CallControlMessageProxy object (at the MS call terminating entity) calls this operation. This operation will receive the SetupMessage and will indicate the successful compatibility checking. This message is sent by the MSC to the MS call terminating entity to initiate a mobile terminated call establishment.

**CallControlMessageProxy::sendCallConfirmed**

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return messages:** CallConfirmedMessage

As an acknowledgment of successfully receiving the SetupMessage, the CallControlMessageProxy (at the MS call terminating entity) prepares and sends the CallConfirmedMessage by invoking this operation. All this happens to indicate that the incoming call request for the MSC has been confirmed.

**CallControlMessageProxy::receiveCallProceeding**

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** None
Once the MSC receives a CallConfirmedMessage from the MS terminating entity, the call control entity of the MSC will send a CallProceedingMessage to the MS originating entity. The CallControlMessageProxy object (at the MS call originating entity) calls this operation. Through this operation, the CallProceedingMessage shall be received to indicate that the requested call establishment information has been received at the terminating side.

CallControlMessageProxy::sendAlertingMassage

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return messages:** AlertingMessage

Upon completion of the RAB Assignment Procedure at the MS terminating entity, the CallControlMessageProxy object -in this entity- will prepare and send the AlertingMessage by invoking this operation. This message will be sent to the call control entity at the MSC to indicate that the alerting procedure has been initiated at the MS terminating entity.

CallControlMessageProxy::receiveAlertingMessage

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** None

Once the MSC receives an AlertingMessage from the MS terminating entity, the call control entity of the MSC will send a corresponding AlertingMessage to the MS originating entity. The CallControlMessageProxy object (at the MS call originating entity) invokes this operation. Through this operation, the AlertingMessage shall be received to indicate that the alerting procedure has been initiated at the MS call terminating entity.
CallControlMessageProxy::sendCallConnect

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return messages:** CallConnectMessage

The CallControlMessageProxy object -at the MS call terminating entity- prepares and sends the CallConnectMessage by invoking this operation. This message will be sent to the call control entity at the MSC to indicate that the call has been accepted at the called entity.

CallControlMessageProxy::receiveCallConnect

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** None

Once the MSC receives a CallConnectMessage from the MS terminating entity, the call control entity of the MSC will send a corresponding CallConnectMessage to the MS originating entity. The CallControlMessageProxy object (at the MS call originating entity) invokes this operation. This operation receives the CallConnectMessage which indicates.

CallControlMessageProxy::sendConnectAckMessage

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return messages:** ConnectAckMessage

The CallControlMessageProxy object -at the MS call originating entity- shall, upon receiving a CallConnectMessage, attach the user connection. Also it will prepare and send the ConnectAckMessage by invoking this operation. This message shall
be sent to the call control entity at the MSC to acknowledge the offered connection.

**CallControlMessageProxy::receiveConnectAckMessage**

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

**Possible return messages:** None

Once the MSC receives a ConnectAckMessage from the MS originating entity, the call control entity of the MSC will send a corresponding ConnectAckMessage to the MS terminating entity. The CallControlMessageProxy object (at the MS call terminating entity) invokes this operation. This operation receives the ConnectAckMessage which indicates that the MS terminating entity has been awarded the call.

**CallControlMessageProxy::sendDisconnectMessage**

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return messages:** DisconnectMessage

Upon receiving a Call Disconnect command from the system Manager, the CallControlMessageProxy object -at the originating or terminating entity- shall stop all the running timers in the corresponding entity and send DisconnectMessage to request the MSC to clear an end-to-end call connection by invoking this operation. The DisconnectMessage contains a "cause" information element (IE) which indicates the disconnection cause at the MSC side.

**CallControlMessageProxy::receiveDisconnectMessage**

**Operation Parameters:** NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility
Management actual message.

Possible return messages: None

Upon the MSC receive a DisconnectMessage from any entity in the end-to-end connection, it will send a corresponding DisconnectMessage to the other connected entity. The CallControlMessageProxy object (at this connected entity) will call this operation to receive the DisconnectMessage; this message indicates that the end-to-end connection has been cleared. The cause of the disconnection can be found in the "cause" IE.

CallControlMessageProxy::receiveRelease

Operation Parameters: NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

Possible return messages: None

Once the MSC receives a DisconnectMessage from any entity in the end-to-end connection, it will send a ReleaseMessage to the connected entities. The CallControlMessageProxy object (at the originating and terminating entity) will call this operation to receive the ReleaseMessage which indicates that the MSC intends to release the transaction identifier and that the receiving entities shall release the transaction identifier, and stop all running timers. The transaction identifier is used for protocol error handling (see reference [4]).

CallControlMessageProxy::sendReleaseComplete

Operation Parameters: None

Possible return messages: ReleaseCompleteMessage

Upon a receipt of a DisconnectMessage from the MSC, the CallControlMessageProxy object -at the originating or terminating entity- shall stop all running timers.
-which corresponds to a specific call- and send a ReleaseCompleteMessage to indicate that the originating or terminating entity has released the transaction identifier and that the MSC shall release the transaction identifier.

CallControlMessageProxy::startTimer

Operation Parameters: timerId; indicates the timer identity
Possible return messages: Boolean
This operation shall be invoked when the CC message proxy requires to start a timer which belongs to the Call Control procedures.

CallControlMessageProxy::stopTimer

Operation Parameters: timerId; indicates the timer identity. If the operation parameter is not provided, the operation will stop all running timers for the corresponding entity.
Possible return messages: Boolean
This operation shall be invoked when the CC message proxy requires stopping a timer belongs to the Call Control procedures.
Figure A.6: Call Control Message Proxy's Entity Classes

Figure A.6 shows the Entity classes located in the CallControlMessageProxy class.
A.1.2 Traffic Handler Control Classes

The following classes illustrate the control Analysis classes for the Traffic Handler Component:

TrafficHandlingController

Figure A.7 shows the UML representation for this class.

Figure A.7: Traffic Handling Controller Class

Class Data Members: UserData; points to the RANAP actual message. sccpConnectionIdPtr; points to the CelloScCi_ConnectionId data member in the SCCPInterfaceController class. sccpConnectionIdStatePtr; points to the sccpConnectionId-State enumeration data type in the SCCPInterfaceController class.

operations:

TrafficHandlingController::callScenarioReq

Operation Parameters: callScenario; indicates the required call scenario to be performed.
Possible return value: Boolean
This operation shall be invoked by the RanapIntController to forward the call scenario command requested by the manager to the Traffic Handler. Upon a receipt of this callScenario, the trafficHandlerController object shall go through the switch condition to forward the call scenario request to the proper call scenario entity.

TrafficHandlingController::generateSuggestedConnectionId

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return values:** ConnectionIdPtr, sccpConnectionIdStatePtr

Once the switch condition evaluated by the trafficHandlerController object, it shall invoke this operation to generate suggested Connection ID to be used for the SCCP connection. Also, this operation saves the generated connection ID at the trafficHandlerController for a corresponding call scenario. For the corresponding saved Connection ID, a value of '2' will be assigned to the enumeration data type (sccp-ConnectionIdState); this value indicates that the Connection ID state is only "generated". This operation will be invoked when a location update, MS call originating, or MS call terminating scenario is recognized by the TrafficHandlerController.

TrafficHandlingController::transferMessageToHandler

**Operation Parameters:** CelloScci_ConnectionId; holds the SCCP connection ID. CelloScci_UserData; holds the RANAP actual message. sccpConnectionIdState; holds the SCCP connection ID state.

**Possible return values:** None

This operation shall be invoked by the RanapIntController to forward the RANAP message, the SCCP connection ID, and the SCCP connection ID state to the Traffic Handler. All of these data elements will be carried by the Operation Parameters.
TrafficHandlingController::identifyMessageType

**Operation Parameters:** CelloScci_UserData; holds the RANAP actual message.

**Possible return values:** messageType

In the "Transfer to Handler" sequence diagram, the RANAP message will be received at the trafficHandlerController through the transferMessageToHandler operation. Based on the connection ID, the switch condition will be evaluated to recognize the destination to forward the message. In this switch condition, if the message is received with undefined Connection ID, then there will be a high probability for this message to be a "Paging request" asking for the MS terminating entity. To perform that, this operation identifies the messageType data member of the message.

If the messageType = "0014", this means a Paging request. In this case, the generateSuggestedConnectionId operation will be invoked to generate a new connection ID to be attached with the message which will be forwarded to the MS terminating entity.

If not and the message is unknown, the messageIsUnknown operation will be invoked to indicate that.

TrafficHandlingController::messageIsUnknown

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return values:** None

See the identifyMessageType operation for explanations.

LocationUpdateController

Figure A.8 shows the UML representation for this class.

**Class Data Members:** UserData; points to the RANAP actual message. NAS-PDU;
points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message. operations:

**LocationUpdateController::locationUpdReq**

**Operation Parameters:** None  
**Possible return values:** None  
This operation shall be invoked by the trafficHandlerController to ask the LocationUpdateController to start the Location Update call scenario.

**LocationUpdateController::transferMessageToLocationUpdSim**

**Operation Parameters:** CelloScci_ConnectionId; holds the SCCP connection ID. CelloScci_UserData; holds the RANAP actual message.  
**Possible return values:** None  
This operation shall be invoked by the trafficHandlerController to forward the RANAP message (CelloScci_UserData) along with the SCCP connection ID (CelloScci_ConnectionId) to the LocationUpdateController class. The RANAP message originally comes from the MSC through the CPP platform.
**CallOriginatingController**

Figure A.9 shows the UML representation for this class.

![UML Diagram](image)

Figure A.9: Call Originating Controller Class

*Class Data Members:* UserData; points to the RANAP actual message. NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

*operations:*

**CallOriginatingController::TxDirectTransfer&RxResponse**

*Operation Parameters:* UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.

*Possible return messages:* DirectTransferMessage

This operation will be invoked to transfer the RANAP message as a DirectTransferMessage. This operation will wait until it gets a response to return it back to the initiator as a DirectTransferMessage.

**CallOriginatingController::mobileOrigReq**

*Operation Parameters:* None

*Possible return values:* None
This operation shall be invoked by the trafficHandlerController to ask the CallOriginatingController to start the MS call originating call scenario.

**CallOriginatingController::transferMessageToMobOrigSim**

**Operation Parameters:** CelloScci_ConnectionId; holds the SCCP connection ID. CelloScci_UserData; holds the RANAP actual message.

**Possible return values:** None

This operation shall be invoked by the trafficHandlerController to forward the RANAP message (CelloScci_UserData) along with the SCCP connection ID (CelloScci_ConnectionId) to the CallOriginatingController class. The RANAP message originally comes from the MSC through the CPP platform.

**CallOriginatingController::transferDisconnectCommandToMobOrigSim**

**Operation Parameters:** None

**Possible return value:** None

This operation shall be invoked by the trafficHandlerController to forward the "Originating Call Disconnect" command to the CallOriginatingController class in order to initiate a call disconnect procedure by sending DisconnectMessage from the MS originating entity side to the MSC.

**CallOriginatingController::setSccpConnectionIdStateToBeDisconnected**

**Operation Parameters:** sccpConnectionIdState; holds the SCCP connection ID state. **Possible return value:** sccpConnectionIdState

This operation shall be invoked by the CallOriginatingController to change the state of the enumeration data type (sccpConnectionIdState) to "toBeDisconnected". This
means the value '3' will be assigned to the sccpConnectionIdState. This operation does not disconnect the SCCP connection; it just indicates the SCCP Interface Controller to disconnect the corresponding SCCP connection.

**CallTerminatingController**

Figure A.10 shows the UML representation for this class.

![CallTerminatingController UML Diagram](image)

**Figure A.10: Call Terminating Controller Class**

**Class Data Members:**

NAS-PDU; points to the Call Control or the Mobility Management actual message.

UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.

**operations:**

**CallTerminatingController:::transferMessageToMobTermSim**

**Operation Parameters:** CelloScci_ConnectionId; holds the SCCP connection ID.

CelloScci_UserData; holds the RANAP actual message.

**Possible return values:** None

This operation shall be invoked by the trafficHandlerController to forward the RANAP message (CelloScci_UserData) along with SCCP connection ID (CelloScci_ConnectionId) to the CallTerminatingController class. The RANAP message originally comes from...
the MSC through the CPP platform.

CallTerminatingController::transferDisconnectCommandToMobTermSim

Operation Parameters: None
Possible return value: None

This operation shall be invoked by the trafficHandlerController to forward the "Terminating Call Disconnect" command to the CallTerminatingController class in order to initiate a call disconnect procedure by sending a DisconnectMessage from the MS terminating entity side to the MSC.

CallTerminatingController::setSccpConnectionIdStateToBeDisconnected

Operation Parameters: sccpConnectionIdState; holds the SCCP connection ID state. Possible return value: sccpConnectionIdState

This operation shall be invoked by the CallTerminatingController to change the state of the enumeration data type (sccpConnectionIdState) to "toBeDisconnected". This means the value '3' will be assigned to the sccpConnectionIdState. This operation does not disconnect the SCCP connection, it just indicates the SCCP Interface Controller to disconnect the corresponding SCCP connection.

InitialUEMessageController

Figure A.11 shows the UML representation for this class.

operations:

InitialUEMessageController::startLocationUpdate
Operation Parameters: None Possible return messages: InitialUEMessage
This operation will be invoked by the LocationUpdateController to start the location update call scenario by asking the InitialUEMessageController class to prepare the first message of this procedure. This message shall contain the LocationUpdateReqMessage carried as NAS-PDU by the InitialUEMessage.

InitialUEMessageController::startCallOriginating

Operation Parameters: None Possible return messages: InitialUEMessage
This operation will be invoked by the CallOriginatingController to start the MS call originating scenario by asking the InitialUEMessageController class to prepare the first message of this procedure. This message shall contain the CmServiceReqMessage carried as NAS-PDU by the InitialUEMessage.

InitialUEMessageController::startCallTerminating

Operation Parameters: None Possible return messages: InitialUEMessage
After receiving a Paging request from the MSC, this operation will be invoked by the CallTerminatingController to start the MS call terminating scenario by asking the InitialUEMessageController class to prepare the PagingResponseMessage. This message shall be carried as NAS-PDU by the InitialUEMessage.
**DirectTransferController**

Figure A.12 shows the UML representation for this class.

![UML diagram of DirectTransferController](image)

Figure A.12: Direct Transfer Controller Class

operations:

**DirectTransferController::RxDirectTransfer&TxResponse**

**Operation Parameters:** UserData; points to the RANAP actual message.

**Possible return messages:** DirectTransferMessage

This operation will be invoked to receive the RANAP message as a DirectTransferMessage. The DirectTransferController forwards the received message to the RanapMessageProxy and waits until it gets the response. The response message (DirectTransferMessage) will be returned back to this operation initiator.

**DirectTransferController::RxDirectTransfer**

**Operation Parameters:** UserData; points to the DirectTransferMessage.

**Possible return messages:** None
This operation will be invoked to receive the RANAP message as a DirectTransferMessage. The DirectTransferController forwards the received message to the RanapMessageProxy. No response message is expected from this operation.

**DirectTransferController::startCallConnectProcedure**

**Operation Parameters:** None  
**Possible return messages:** DirectTransferMessage

This operation will be invoked by the CallTerminatingController to start the call connect procedure in the MS call terminating scenario, which means to prepare the CallConnectMessage and send it to the MSC. This message shall contain the CallConnectMessage carried as NAS-PDU by the DirectTransferMessage.

**DirectTransferController::startAlertingProcedure**

**Operation Parameters:** None  
**Possible return messages:** DirectTransferMessage

This operation will be invoked by the CallTerminatingController to start the call alerting procedure in the MS call terminating scenario, which means to prepare the AlertingMessage and send it to the MSC. This message shall contain the AlertingMessage carried as NAS-PDU by the DirectTransferMessage.

**DirectTransferController::startCallClearingProcedure**

**Operation Parameters:** None  
**Possible return messages:** DirectTransferMessage

This operation will be invoked by the CallOriginatingController to start the call
setup procedure in the MS call originating scenario, which means to prepare the SetupMessage and send it to the MSC. This message shall contain the SetupMessage carried as NAS-PDU by the DirectTransferMessage.

**SecurityModeController**

Figure A.13 shows the UML representation for this class.

![Security Mode Controller Class](image)

Figure A.13: Security Mode Controller Class

operations:

**SecurityModeController::RxSecurityCommand&TxResponse**

**Operation Parameters:** UserData; points to the SecurityModeCommandMessage.

**Possible return messages:** SecurityModeCompleteMessage

This operation will be invoked to receive the RANAP message as a SecurityModeCommandMessage. The SecurityModeController will forward the received message to the RanapMessageProxy and waits until it gets the response. The response message (SecurityModeCompleteMessage) will be returned back to this operation initiator to indicate the completion of the security mode procedure.

**CommonIDController**

Figure A.14 shows the UML representation for this class.
CommonIDController::CommonIDofIMSI

**Operation Parameters**: UserData; points to the CommonIDMessage.

**Possible return messages**: None

This operation will be invoked to receive the RANAP message (CommonIDMessage) which contains the permanent-NAS-UE-Identity or the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI). The CommonIDController will forward the received message to the RanapMessageProxy.

**RABAssignmentController**

Figure A.15 shows the UML representation for this class.
RABAssignmentController::rabAssignmentProcedure

Operation Parameters: UserData; points to the RABAssignmentReqMessage.
Possible return messages: RABAssignmentRespMessage
This operation will be invoked to receive the RANAP message as a RABAssignmentReqMessage. The RABAssignmentController forwards the received message to the RanapMessageProxy and waits until it gets the response. The response message (RABAssignmentRespMessage) will be returned back to the operation initiator to complete the RAB Assignment procedure, which is initiated by the MSC.

PagingController

Figure A.16 shows the UML representation for this class.

![PagingController Class UML Diagram]

Figure A.16: Paging Controller Class

operations:

PagingController::receivePagingRequest

Operation Parameters: UserData; points to the pagingRequestMessage. Possible return values: Boolean
This operation will be invoked to receive the RANAP message (pagingRequestMessage). The return value indicates the CallTerminatingController (the initiator) that the paging request was received properly or not. If the paging request was received,
the CallTerminatingController will initiate an operation to respond by paging a response message.

**IuReleaseController**

Figure A.17 shows the UML representation for this class.

![UML Diagram of IuReleaseController](image)

Figure A.17: Iu Release Controller Class

operations:

**IuReleaseController::IuReleaseProcedure**

**Operation Parameters:** UserData; points to the IuReleaseCommandMessage.

**Possible return messages:** IuReleaseCompleteMessage

This operation will be invoked to receive the RANAP message as an IuReleaseCommandMessage. The IuReleaseController forwards the received message to the RanapMessageProxy and waits until it gets the response. The response message (IuReleaseCompleteMessage) will be returned back to the operation initiator to complete the Iu Release procedure, which is initiated by the MSC.
A.1.3 RANAP and SCCP Controllers Classes

The following classes illustrate the Analysis classes for the RANAP Controller Component:

*RanapInterfaceController*

Figure A.18 shows the UML representation for this class.

![UML representation of RanapInterfaceController](image)

Class Data Members: sccpServiceIsAttached; a flag indicates if the SCCP service is attached or not. callScenario; indicates the call scenario required by the Manager command.

Class operations:

**RanapInterfaceController::forwardManagerCommand**

**Operation Parameters:** managerCommand; holds the Manager command.

**Possible return messages:** None

This operation will be invoked by the RanapInterfaceForm to forward the Manager command to the RanapInterfaceController.

**RanapInterfaceController::setCallScenarioToTheManagerCommand**
**Operation Parameters**: managerCommand; holds the Manager command.

**Possible return messages**: callScenario

This operation interprets the managerCommand into a callScenario.

**RanapInterfaceController::forwardAttachSCCPServiceCommand**

**Operation Parameters**: managerCommand; holds the Manager command.

**Possible return messages**: None

This operation will be invoked by the RanapInterfaceForm to forward the SCCP Attach command to the RanapInterfaceController.

**RanapInterfaceController::messageForward**

**Operation Parameters**: CelloScci_ConnectionId; holds the SCCP connection ID.
CelloScci_UserData; holds the RANAP actual message. sccpConnectionIdState; holds the SCCP connection ID state.

**Possible return messages**: None

This operation will be invoked by the trafficHandlerController and the SCCPInterfaceController to transfer the RANAP message to the RanapInterfaceController. Along with the message, this operation transfers the CelloScci_ConnectionId and the sccpConnectionIdState.

**RanapInterfaceController::forwardDetachSCCPServiceCommand**

**Operation Parameters**: managerCommand; holds the Manager command.

**Possible return messages**: None

This operation will be invoked by the RanapInterfaceForm to forward the SCCP Detach command to the RanapInterfaceController.
RanapInterfaceForm

Figure A.19 shows the UML representation for this class.

![UML Diagram](image)

**Figure A.19: RANAP Interface Form Class**

*Class Data Members:* managerCommand; Implies the Manager command

*Class operations:*

**RanapInterfaceForm::sendManagerCommand**

*Operation Parameters:* managerCommand; holds the Manager command.

*Possible return messages:* None

This operation will initiate the Manager command towards the RanapInterfaceForm class.

**RanapInterfaceForm::attachSCCPServiceCommand**

*Operation Parameters:* clientID, attachRef; they are configuration parameters used to identify the attached service by the SccpApfi Interface.

*Possible return messages:* clientID, attachRef

This operation is the SccpApfi Interface attachment command, which is initiated by the Manager.

**RanapInterfaceForm::messageForward**
**Operation Parameters:** CelloScci.ConnectionId; holds the SCCP connection ID. CelloScci.UserData; holds the RANAP actual message. sccpConnectionIdState; holds the SCCP connection ID state.

**Possible return messages:** None

This operation will be invoked by the RanapInterfaceController to transfer the RANAP message to the RanapInterfaceForm in order to forward it to the manager. Along with the message, this operation transfers the CelloScci.ConnectionId and the sccpConnectionIdState.

**RanapInterfaceForm::detachSCCPServiceCommand**

**Operation Parameters:** clientID, attachRef; they are configuration parameters used to identify the attached service by the SccpApfi Interface.

**Possible return messages:** clientID, attachRef

This operation is the SccpApfi Interface detachment command initiated by the Manager.
The following classes illustrate the Analysis classes for the *SCCP Interface Controller Component*:

**SCCPInterfaceController**

Figure A.20 shows the UML representation for this class.

![UML Diagram](image)

**Figure A.20: SCCP Interface Controller Class**

*Class Data Members:*

*CellOSScci_CalledAddress*; implies the address of destination SCCP node.

*CellOSScci_CallingAddress*; implies the address of originating SCCP node.

*CellOSScci_CalledAddressLength*; implies the length in octets of address of destination SCCP node.

*CellOSScci_CallingAddressLength*; implies the length in octets of address of originating SCCP node.

*CellOSScci_ConnectionId*; Identifies the SCCP connection between Data Transfer Applications.

*CellOSScci_UserDataLength*; implies the length in bytes of the user data.

*CellOSScci_UserData*; implies the data to be transferred to a remote SCCP user. (RANAP Message)
CelloScci_ApServerId; implies a SCCP AP server identity (configuration information).

sccpConnectionldState;
The sccpConnectionIdState is an enumeration data element declared in this class. This enumeration is transferred between various components along with the CelloScci_ConnectionId. The following are the sccpConnectionIdState possible values and their implications about the corresponding SCCP connection:

1 "connected": the SCCP connection is connected.
2 "disconnected": the SCCP connection is disconnected.
3 "generated": the SCCP connection is only generated.
4 "toBeDisconnected": the SCCP connection is intended to be disconnected.

Class operations:

SCCPInterfaceController::transferCPPMessage

Operation Parameters: CelloScci_ConnectioId, CelloScci_UserData, and sccpConnectionIdState.
Possible return messages:
This operation forwards the CPP message -sent through the CPPSystem boundary class- to the SCCPInterfaceController class. This message contains all the parameters stated above.

SCCPInterfaceController::transferMessageToSccp

Operation Parameters: CelloScci_ConnectioId, CelloScci_UserData, and sccpConnectionIdState
Possible return messages:
This operation forwards the CelloScci_ConnectioId, CelloScci_UserData, and the sc­­cpConnectionIdState to the CPPSystem boundary class in order to forward it to the CPP platform.

SCCPInterfaceController::attachSccpService

Operation Parameters: clientID and attachRef; they are configuration parameters used to identify the attached service by the SccpApfi Interface.

Possible return messages: clientID and attachRef
This operation is invoked by the RanapInterfaceController to forward the SCCP service attachment request.

SCCPInterfaceController::detachSccpService

Operation Parameters: clientID and attachRef; they are configuration parameters used to identify the attached service by the SccpApfi Interface.

Possible return messages: clientID and attachRef
This operation is invoked by the RanapInterfaceController to forward the SCCP service detachment request.

SCCPInterfaceController::setSccpSeriveIsattachedToTrue

Operation Parameters: None

Possible return messages: None
This operation sets the sccpServiceIsAttached flag to True; this indicates that the SCCP service is attached.
SCCPInterfaceController::setSccpServiceIsAttachedToFalse

Operation Parameters: None
Possible return messages: None
This operation sets the sccpServiceIsAttached flag to False; this indicates that the SCCP service is detached.

SCCPInterfaceController::setSccpConnectionIdStateToConnected

Operation Parameters: None
Possible return messages: None
This operation changes the sccpConnectionIdState to "connected" state. This means that the value '1' will be assigned to the sccpConnectionIdState.

SCCPInterfaceController::setSccpConnectionIdStateToDisconnected

Operation Parameters: None
Possible return messages: None
This operation changes the sccpConnectionIdState to "disconnected" state. This means that the value '2' will be assigned to the sccpConnectionIdState.

SCCPInterfaceController::startSccpDisconnectionProcedure

Operation Parameters: clientID and attachRef; they are configuration parameters used to identify the attached service by the SccpApi Interface.
Possible return messages:
This operation initiates the SCCP disconnection procedure. This operation will be invoked if the sccpConnectionIdState is "toBeDisconnected" only.
CPPSystem

Figure A.21 shows the UML representation for this class.

![CPPSystem UML representation](image)

Figure A.21: CPPSystem Class

*Class Data Members:* clientID, attachRef, and signalID; they are configuration parameters used by SccpApfi Interface to identify the attached service.

*Class operations:*

**CPPSystem::startAttachReq**

*Operation Parameters:* clientID and attachRef; they are configuration parameters used to identify the attached service by the SccpApfi Interface.

*Possible return messages:* clientID and attachRef (confirmation message).

This operation is performed on the CPPSystem to invoke an appropriate operation from the CpxScclApfiProxy::CpxSccpApfiAttachP library (CPP platform library) to attach the SCCP service from the SccpApfi interface.

**CPPSystem::attachToServiceCfm**

*Operation Parameters:* clientID, attachRef, and SignalID; they are configuration
parameters used to identify the attached service by the SccpApfi Interface.

**Possible return messages:** clientID, attachRef, SignallD (confirmation message).

This operation is performed to forward the SCCP service attach confirmation to the CPPSystem.

**CPPSystem::startDetachReq**

**Operation Parameters:** clientID and attachRef; they are configuration parameters used to identify the attached service by the SccpApfi Interface.

**Possible return messages:** clientID, attachRef (confirmation message).

This operation is performed on the CPPSystem to invoke an appropriate operation from the CpxScSiApfiProxy::CpxScSiApfiAttachP library (CPP platform library) to detach the SCCP service from the SccpApfi interface.

**CPPSystem::detachFromServiceCfm**

**Operation Parameters:** clientID and attachRef; they are configuration parameters used to identify the attached service by the SccpApfi Interface.

**Possible return messages:** clientID, attachRef, and SignallD (confirmation message).

This operation is performed to forward the SCCP service detach confirmation to the CPPSystem.

**CPPSystem::startCppConnectReq**

**Operation Parameters:** CalledAddress, CalledAddressLength, CallingAddress, CallingAddressLength, ConnectionId, UserData, and UserDataLength.

**Possible return messages:**
This operation will be invoked by the SCCPInterfaceController to ask the boundary class (CPPSystem) to initiate the SCCP connect procedure with the MSC through the CPP platform for a corresponding call scenario. This call scenario is identified by the CalledAddress and the CallingAddress.

The CPPSystem will initiate the connect procedure by invoking a connectReq operation -in the CpxScsiProxy library-. Upon invoking this operation, the CPPSystem will attach the generated ConnectionId. After the SCCP signaling connection is established, the confirmation message shall contain the ConnectionId that was generated before. The CPPSystem identifies messages for corresponding call scenario using the ConnectionId. After the connection establishment is confirmed, the sccp-ConnectionIdState becomes "generated".

CPPSystem::connectCfm

**Operation Parameters:** ConnectionId, ClientID, SignallD, UserData, UserDataLength, and ApServerld.

This operation informs the CPPSystem that the SCCP connection is established successfully with the MSC.

CPPSystem::startCppDataReq

**Operation Parameters:** ApServerld, ConnectionId, UserData, and UserDataLength

**Possible return messages:** None

This operation is performed on the CPPSystem to initiate a transfer data to the MSC through the SCCI interface in the CPP platform.

CPPSystem::dataInd
**Operation Parameters:** ConnectionId, UserData, UserDataLength, ClientID, and SignalID

**Possible return messages:** None

This operation forwards the MSC data to the CPPSystem. This data is transferred through the SCCI interface to the CPP platform.

CPPSystem::startCppDisconnectReq

**Operation Parameters:** ConnectionId, UserData, UserDataLength, and ApServerId

**Possible return messages:** None

This operation will be invoked by the SCCPInterfaceController to ask the boundary class (CPPSystem) to initiate the SCCP disconnect procedure with the MSC through the CPP platform for a corresponding ConnectionId.

CPPSystem::discInd

**Operation Parameters:** ConnectionId, ClientID, SignalID, UserData, and UserDataLength.

This operation informs the CPPSystem that the SCCP disconnection request has been approved.
A.2 UML Use-Case Realization

The UML Use-case Realization for the RanapSim model are illustrated in this section. Some of the figures have been intentionally omitted from this section because they are already part of the main text of this thesis in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The sequence diagrams that will be presented for each use case in the model as follows:

Handle Traffic Use-Case

Figure A.22 shows the Transfer To RANAP Controller Sequence Diagram.

![Transfer To RANAP Controller Sequence Diagram](image-url)
Figure A.23 shows the *Transfer To Handler* Sequence Diagram.
Disconnect Originating Call Use-Case

Figure A.24 shows the *Disconnect Command to the Mobile Originating* Sequence Diagram.

Figure A.24: Disconnect Command to the Mobile Originating Sequence Diagram
Figure A.25 shows the *Disconnect Message from the MSC to the Mobile Originating Sequence Diagram*. 

![Diagram showing the Disconnect Message from the MSC to the Mobile Originating Sequence Diagram.](image)

Figure A.25: Disconnect Message from the MSC to the Mobile Originating Sequence Diagram
Disconnect Terminating Call Use-Case

Figure A.26 shows the *Disconnect Command to the Mobile Terminating Sequence Diagram*. 

---

Figure A.26: Disconnect Command to the Mobile Terminating Sequence Diagram
Figure A.27 shows the *Disconnect Message from the MSC to the Mobile Terminating Sequence Diagram.*
Disconnect SCCP Connection Use-Case

Figure A.28 shows the Disconnect SCCP Connection Sequence Diagram.

![Disconnect SCCP Connection Sequence Diagram](image)

Figure A.28: Disconnect SCCP Connection Sequence Diagram

Detach SCCPApfi Service Use-Case

Figure A.29 shows the Detach SCCPApfi Service Sequence Diagram.

Attach SCCP Use-Case

Figure A.30 shows the Attach SCCP Sequence Diagram.

Figure A.31 shows the Call Scenario Commands Sequence Diagram.
Figure A.29: Detach SCCP Apfi Service Sequence Diagram

Figure A.30: Attach SCCP Sequence Diagram
Figure A.31: Call Scenario Commands Sequence Diagram

**Detach SCCP Use-Case**

Figure A.32 shows the *Detach SCCP Sequence Diagram.*
A.3 UML Interfaces

UML Interfaces are model elements that define sets of operations that other classes must implement. It is possible to use the interfaces in class diagrams to specify a contract between the interface and the class that realizes the interface. Each interface specifies a well-defined set of operations that have public visibility. Those operations will be provided to another class through a "use" relationship.

In UML, we call the relationship between the interface and its implementing class "interface realization" relationship.

This section shows the UML representation for all interfaces that have been used to build the class diagram for the RanapSim Model, these interfaces are shown
Figure A.33: UML Interface set 1

in Figure A.33 and A.34 as follows:
Figure A.34: UML Interface set 2
A.4 CPP Platform Classes

This section illustrates two main classes that are provided by the CPP to communicate with the SCCI and SccpApfi Interfaces, these classes illustrated as follows:

**CpxScsiApfiProxy::CpxScsiApfiAttachP**

Figure A.35 shows the UML representation for this class.

![CpxScsiApfiProxy::CpxScsiApfiAttachP Class](image)

Figure A.35: CpxScsiApfiProxy::CpxScsiApfiAttachP Class

**Class Data Members:** attachRef, clientID, and signalId.

**Class operations:**

- `CpxScsiApfiProxy::CpxScsiApfiAttachP::attachToServiceReq`
- `CpxScsiApfiProxy::CpxScsiApfiAttachP::attachToServiceCfm`
- `CpxScsiApfiProxy::CpxScsiApfiAttachP::detachFromServiceReq`
- `CpxScsiApfiProxy::CpxScsiApfiAttachP::detachFromServiceCfm`

**CpxScsiProxy::CpxScsiP**

Figure A.36 shows the UML representation for this class.

**Class operations:**

- `CpxScsiProxy::CpxScsiP::connectReq`
- `CpxScsiProxy::CpxScsiP::connectCfm`
- `CpxScsiProxy::CpxScsiP::dataReq`
- `CpxScsiProxy::CpxScsiP::dataInd`
Figure A.36: CpxScsiProxy::CpxScsiP Class

\textit{CpxScsiProxy::CpxScsiP::discReq}
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